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Summary 

Children displaying early behavior problems are at risk of experiencing problems in 

education system and often face poor life chances later in life. As with other mental health 

problems, there is a social gradient in child behavior problems: Lacks of social and economic 

resources in the family are social risks in children’s family environment. Providing effective 

help for this group of children and families is important. Accordingly, this thesis evaluates 

evidence-based parent training interventions targeting child behavior problems. The overall 

topic concerns health care disparities in service utilization and treatment outcomes, whether 

evidence-based parent training interventions may exacerbate or ameliorate social disparities 

in health care by being less used and having less beneficial outcomes for the low-resource 

populations. 

The first paper addresses key dimensions in health care disparity research; service 

utilization. First, whether behavior problem interventions reaches and serves children from 

low-resource backgrounds. Second, whether there are social gradients relating to treatment 

intensity, if the low-resource families are less likely to use high-intensive parent training. 

Overall, I find that children and families who utilize evidence-based parent training offered in 

the Norwegian municipal service level have low levels of social and economic resources 

compared to the Norwegian normal population of families with children. Second, I find that 

low-resource background predict utilization of the more intensive parent training intervention. 

However, the results showed that the most disadvantaged families, having more than three 

cumulative family risks, were less likely to receive the high-intensive treatment. 

The second paper addresses another key dimension in health care disparities, namely 

whether children from low-resource backgrounds have less beneficial outcomes in treatment. 

Firs, we examined whether evidence-based parent training interventions generally 

contributed to health care disparities by producing less behavioral change for the children 
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from low-resource backgrounds. Second, we investigated whether receiving low or high-

intensive parent training had differential impact on children`s outcome. Results showed that 

evidence-based parent training interventions overall ameliorated health care disparities by 

being more effective for children from low-resource families. Moreover, results that the high-

intensive intervention was particularly effective for the low-resource children.  

 In the third paper, we examined whether parent training interventions could reduce 

social risk by having collateral benefits on parent wellbeing, i.e. somatic health status, mental 

health status, and feeling of vitality. We found collateral benefits in the low-intensive parent 

training intervention that thus largely included lower risk participants. However, we did not 

find collateral benefits in the high-intensive parent training intervention when compared to 

regular care. Accordingly, the low-intensive parent training showed promising results by 

reducing children`s exposure to social risks six months after treatment termination.  

 Paper four marks a shift from the child and family oriented perspectives, and has a 

focus on parent training outcomes in different phases of implementation. The question was 

whether treatment outcomes attenuated in the large-scale implementation phase when the 

parent training intervention was disseminated across the whole service system intended to 

deliver intervention. Despite an increasing heterogeneity among service providers and target 

group, we did not find any indications of reductions in parent training treatment effects in the 

large-scale implementation phase.   
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1. Introduction

Mental health problems, and more specifically behavior problems such as inattentive 

behavior, conduct problems, oppositional problems, and antisocial behavior, affect both 

children’s emotional states and social relationships at present and their life chances; (Cuellar, 

2015; Patterson, Forgatch, & DeGarmo, 2010). In fact, childhood behavior problems has 

been found to harm long-term development by having consequences for school readiness and 

academic underachievement, work problems, criminal behavior, and poor health later in life 

(McLeod & Kaiser, 2004; Moffitt, Caspi, Harrington, & Milne, 2002; O’Connor, Dearing, & 

Collins, 2011). Early childhood conditions, and particularly the family environment, have 

implications for children´s level of behavior problems. Lacks of social and economic 

resources in the family have been found both to increase the likelihood for and intensify the 

development of behavior problems: There is a social gradient in behavior problems 

(Aneshensel, Phelan, & Bierman, 2013; Mazza et al., 2016; Piotrowska, Stride, Croft, & 

Rowe, 2015). Experiencing early behavior problems may hamper children from realizing 

their human potential (Aneshensel et al., 2013; National Academies of Sciences & Medicine, 

2017). As a result, childhood behavior problems are costly to individuals, their family, and 

society at large (Patterson, 1996; Scott, Knapp, Henderson, & Maughan, 2001). To prevent 

and treat such problems, evidence-based parent training interventions have been developed 

and implemented since the 1960s (Forgatch & Kjøbli, 2016; Kaehler, Jacobs, & Jones, 2016). 

Behavior problems are considered to be part of the mental health field (Cuellar, 2015). 

However, the dominant source of intervention is not within the traditional medical care. 

Instead, primary services in schools, child welfare, child protection services, and community 

health clinics are the dominant sources that deliver care for behavior problems (Askeland, 

Solholm, & Apeland, 2014; Burns et al., 1995). Somewhere between 3% and 5% of 

Norwegian children have serious behavior problems (Skogen & Torvik, 2013). If we include 
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children in sub-diagnostic levels who also struggle with the behavior problem consequences, 

the rates would probably be a lot higher. Accordingly, young children’s behavior problems 

place a large burden upon social and health sectors; behavior problems have been identified 

as one of the most frequent reasons for children’s referral to mental health services in 

Norway (Krogh & Kvello Bukten, 2013). Moreover, disrupted parenting style, for example 

lack of positive involvement and use of harsh and inconsistent discipline, was reported to be 

the most frequent reason for receiving intervention in the Norwegian child protection services 

(Kristoffersen, 2017).  

At the end of the nineties, the Norwegian government enacted a policy to prevent and 

treat the negative consequences of childhood behavior problems by implementing evidence-

based parent training interventions (Ogden, Forgatch, Askeland, Patterson, & Bullock, 2005). 

This thesis concerns the evaluation of these parent training interventions. The point of 

departure in this thesis is to apply a sociological health care disparity perspective on the 

evaluation of evidence-based interventions (EBI). Accordingly, this thesis adds to the 

sociological literature on mental health by focusing on health care disparities in care for 

children with behavior problems.  

 

1.1 Health care disparities 

Research on social disparities in mental health has long traditions (Aneshensel et al., 2013), 

and the sociological interest in mental health can be traced back to Durkheim’s “Suicide” 

(1951). Social disparities refer to the unequal distribution of social and economic resources 

(McLeod, 2013). In line with the growing awareness on mental health problems, there has 

been a mounting sociological interest in social disparities in mental health care (Pescosolido, 

Boyer, & Medina, 2013). Although there are many different strands of mental health care 

research (Aneshensel et al., 2013), the sociological interest is often rooted in social disparities 
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and how unequal distribution of resources may be social determinants involved in processes 

that have dysfunctional consequences for individuals and the health care system. Regarding 

behavior problems, sociological scholars have often focused attention towards the pathways 

between family resources, parenting style and family stress processes in behavior problems 

development (Conger et al., 1992; Hanson, McLanahan, & Thomson, 1995; McLeod & 

Shanahan, 1993), and the long-term social consequences of having early behavior problems 

(Cuellar, 2015; Elder, Downey, & Cross, 1986; Evensen, Lyngstad, Melkevik, & Mykletun, 

2016; McLeod & Almazan, 2003). In health care disparity research, central aspects are the 

social disparities and processes related to service utilization and outcomes in treatment (more 

extensively reviewed in section 2.2; Spencer & Grace, 2016).  

There is consensus that health care disparities exist (Ceci & Papierno, 2005). 

However, little is known about the health care disparities in evidence-based parent training in 

Norway. When we know that there is a social gradient found in behavior problems, it would 

be concerning if the services and EBI were less beneficial for this vulnerable group of 

children and families. Accordingly, this thesis applies a focus on health care disparities in 

which the emphasis is directed towards the social disparities in the encounter between the 

families and the Norwegian service system for children displaying behavior problems. Thus, 

important topics in this thesis concerns; who utilizes the services; how do they benefit; how 

do type of treatment have implications for users; and what social processes may generate 

health care disparities. 

1.2 A social policy to reduce health care disparities  

In 2007, the Norwegian government issued a white paper (Government, 2007) on strategies 

to promote health equity. Prevention of health care disparities was listed as one of the 

strategies to promote health equity. It states that social policy should promote health care 
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equity: health care intervention should reduce health disparities without any groups having 

poorer health. If there are health care disparities in service utilization and outcomes of 

behavior problem interventions, we do not only fail to help a high-risk group of children and 

their families, but the social policy to help children would probably increase health disparities 

between advantaged and disadvantaged families. This is probably why providing effective 

help to this vulnerable and difficult-to-reach group of children is considered particularly 

important (Leijten, Raaijmakers, Orobio de Castro, van den Ban, & Matthys, 2015).  

Recently, there have been calls for interventions that target problems as early in 

childhood as possible to more effectively help those in need (Heckman, 2006; Melhuish, 

2011). According to Heckman, when you target developmental outcomes in early childhood 

and focus on those at greatest risk of long-term negative development, this would give greater 

returns to individuals and society. The Heckman tenet skill begets skills (2006), and his 

theory of human skill formation and returns from investment underpins this argument: When 

interventions target problems in early stages of development, less effort may be needed to 

produce favorable outcomes. Somewhat simplified, there are two kinds of interventions that 

are important to promote equity in health; universal intervention and selected intervention 

(Giæver, 2013). Universal interventions are considered as the primary objective to 

accomplish health equity (Government, 2007). In that regard, universal interventions, for 

example high quality childcare, a good public school system, and policies aimed at income 

and wealth redistribution, may limit the number of children ending up in high-risk positions. 

Universal interventions provide the opportunity to target the underlying risk factors for health 

problems. However, and for multiple reasons, universal interventions will not prohibit all 

children from obtaining high-risk positions. Selected interventions concerns the interventions 

that target individuals identified to be in risk positions. Evidence-based parent training aimed 
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at children`s behavior problems concerns the latter form of intervention, selected intervention 

targeting children at risk of negative development. 

 

1.3 Evidence-based intervention and evaluation science 

Since the 1970s, the concept of evidence-based intervention (EBI) has gained popularity in 

the biomedical and behavioral sciences (Kristiansen & Mooney, 2004). However, testing of 

intervention has longstanding historical roots. In 1747 Dr. Lind conducted the first known 

clinical experiment (Dunn, 1997). Due to the long time spent at sea, sailors tended to get 

scurvy. Dr. Lind randomly allocated 12 men into two groups and provided them with 

different dietary supplements. As a result, he could argue that the citrus fruits had a strong 

effect on reducing scurvy; he had created an effective intervention. Inventing what might 

have been the first EBI partly by chance; modern accounts of EBI depart from Dr. Lind’s in 

that there are basic prerequisites related to testing of EBI. Interventions should have a 

theoretical base, a theory of change, EBIs needs to be adequately described, and the EBIs 

have to be rigorously implemented. The two latter prerequisites are particularly important in 

behavioral interventions that often involve complex contents and delivery settings (described 

in more detail in section 3.3). If the EBI content is not adequately described and implemented, 

it is impossible to know what is being evaluated. The concept of EBI has spread from 

medicine to other social sciences and practice fields such as psychology, education, nursing, 

and social work, and at present, the EBI concept has been gaining popularity in welfare 

policy.    

The word evidence connotes proof in everyday language, but in science this concept 

is related to standards of scientific arguments. To a large degree, international criteria for EBI 

is based upon two leading American milieus, Blueprints for Healthy Youth Development 

(Mihalic, Irwin, Elliott, Fagan, & Hansen, 2004), and Society for Prevention Research (Flay 
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et al., 2005). In Norway, the Ungsinn database provides an overview of Norwegian criteria 

and EBIs (Eng, Lauritzen, Reedtz, Mørch, & Martinussen, 2014). Many of the criteria for 

EBI are overlapping and can be summed up as: Interventions should have a theoretical 

foundation, the effects of interventions should lead to positive change, interventions must 

have sustaining effects, scientific results are time and context-dependent, and thus, have to be 

replicated in different populations, cultural settings, and over time. Based on the above-

mentioned criteria, an EBI is classified cumulatively and hierarchically according to the 

magnitude of, and the standard in, the available research associated with a particular 

intervention. Conducting the scurvy experiment, Dr. Lind did probably not have standards of 

criteria in mind, but he was the first known to develop research evidence using what today is 

called a randomized controlled trial (RCT). Today, the RCT design is considered as the “gold 

standard” in EBI evaluation science (Weisz & Kazdin, 2010). However, both the RCT design 

and EBIs are debated and certainly not without flaws and weaknesses (more extenesively 

reviewed in section 4; Berk, 2005; Cartwright, 2007; Weisz et al., 2013). 

   

1.4 The aims of this thesis 

In this thesis, we evaluate three versions of the Parent Management Training – Oregon model 

(PMTO) that are part of a comprehensive intervention program for children with behavior 

problems called TIBIR. TIBIR is a Norwegian acronym meaning Early Initiatives for 

Children at Risk (Tidlig Innsats for Barn i Risiko). Accordingly, this thesis has two 

interwoven contributions: The thesis adds to the sociological literature on mental health care 

disparities, and provides evaluations of parent training interventions for children with 

behavior problems. Thus, the sociological theoretical focus is merged with a practical focus 

on specific EBIs, where the goal is to derive new knowledge that contributes both to theory 

and practice. In other words, by using a theoretical focus on health care disparities, the goal is 
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to derive new knowledge whether evidence-based parent training may serve as an efficient 

way of addressing social policy goals to provide effective help to underserved low-resource 

populations. To a certain extent, this thesis bridges social policy with individual data. 

The tenet, what works for whom under what conditions, is central in EBI and in this 

thesis. Research has shown that the PMTO based parent training interventions in TIBIR work 

better than the alternative of receiving regular care in the Norwegian service system 

(Bjørknes & Manger, 2013; Hagen, Ogden, & Bjørnebekk, 2011; Kjøbli & Bjørnebekk, 2013; 

Kjøbli, Hukkelberg, & Ogden, 2013; Kjøbli & Ogden, 2012; Ogden & Hagen, 2008). 

However, we know less about for whom and under what conditions the parent training 

interventions work. Accordingly, this thesis will - throughout three empirical papers – 

investigate different aspects of health care disparities related family resources. In paper I, the 

focus is on health care disparities among those who utilize TIBIR parent training 

interventions. Paper II examines health care disparities in the outcomes (i.e. child behavior 

change) of TIBIR parent training interventions, whether cumulative aspects of family 

resources moderate treatment effects. Paper III investigates whether targeting child behavior 

problems may have positive effects on the family environment by improving parents’ 

wellbeing. Paper IV marks a shift from the family oriented approaches to a focus on 

disparities within the service system itself, whether parent training works equally well when 

implemented large-scale in multiple service institutions compared to initial and more 

stringent effectiveness testing in the specialist services for children with behavior problems.  

The remainder of this introductory chapter is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, I 

elaborate on the concept of behavior problems including the family processes involved, 

before presenting more theory and research on health care disparities. In Chapter 3, I describe 

in detail the case study: the TIBIR parent training interventions and their implementation. 

Chapter 4 contains a description of the statistical methods used in the empirical papers and 
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discussions and critique directed towards the RCT design and the use behavioral EBIs in 

mental health care. Chapter 5 gives a brief description of the content in the four empirical 

papers. And finally, in Chapter 6, the findings will be discussed in terms of their implications 

for theory and practice. 
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2. Theory and previous research 

 
2.1 Behavior problems – Consequences, risk factors, and family processes  

Behavior problems are situated within a societal context and have long-term consequences 

for individuals, families, communities, and society at large. Accordingly, this section starts 

with an emphasis on some of the associated consequences of displaying early behavior 

problems before the focus is directed towards behavior problems risk factors and social 

processes in the family.  

 

2.1.1 Consequences of behavioral problem  

In advanced economies, there is a high need for human skills and knowledge in professional 

life (Frønes, 2016). Accordingly, modern childhood from infancy to adulthood is a long and 

demanding period of development where children spend many years in the education system 

(McLeod & Almazan, 2003). Forecasting future labor market demands in Norway, Bjørnstad 

et al. (2010) estimated that there would be a steady decline in unskilled and manual labor 

opportunities towards 2030. Children displaying early behavior problems are particularly 

vulnerable in this context as they more often fall behind in education and have limited 

opportunities as they emerge into adulthood (Frønes, 2016). As a result, there is reason to 

believe that the negative consequences of having early behavior problems would not diminish 

in the near future.  

The high demand for human skills in our society is probably the reason why school 

dropout is a major problem in Norway today. Although definitions have been debated (Vogt, 

2017), seven per cent of all young Norwegians between the ages of 16 and 24 have been 

found not to be in education, work, or training, and this number has been increasing in the 

last decades (Digre & Haugberg, 2016). Moreover, Markussen and Røed (2017) found that 

young adults from low resource backgrounds are increasingly falling behind in terms of 
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education and earnings. Children with behavior problems would typically be found in these 

numbers. For instance, early behavior problems have been found to affect academic problems 

in elementary school (O’Connor et al., 2011). Extending to later stages of education, behavior 

problems have been associated with poor educational outcomes in adolescence (McLeod & 

Kaiser, 2004; Sayal, Washbrook, & Propper, 2015) and in adulthood (Evensen et al., 2016). 

In fact, early behavior problems have been found to be an important predictor for later school 

dropout both internationally (Breslau, 2010) and in Norway (Sagatun, Heyerdahl, Wentzel-

Larsen, & Lien, 2014). Accordingly, early behavior problems have been found to predict low 

earnings, work problems, poor health, and criminal behavior (Moffitt et al., 2011; Patterson, 

1996; Robins, 1966). The reason why children with behavior problems have problems in the 

education system are probably rooted in children’s ability for self-control and their capability 

to sit still and concentrate over long periods of time. Moreover, and opposed to internalizing 

problems, children with behavior problems are often a burden for teachers and other students 

as their externalizing behaviors harm the teaching environment.   

The aphorism “Child is father of the man” (Caspi et al., 2016, p. 1) pinpoints the 

continuity from childhood problems to adult outcomes. Some of the children who display 

early behavior problems in the family environment are at risk of following disadvantaged 

developmental trajectories, starting with problems in school that prepare the ground for later 

marginalization. Understanding the complete picture of developmental trajectories is 

challenging because the relations between behavior problems and poor outcomes later in life 

are complicated, often involving comorbid problems such as internalizing problems, lower 

social competence, deficit hyperactivity disorder, and cognitive impairment (Galambos, 

Barker, & Almeida, 2003; McConaughy & Skiba, 1993; Patterson et al., 2010).   
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2.1.2 Behavior problems and associated risk factors 

It is well established that there is social disparities in health (Marmot & Wilkinson, 2005). 

Likewise, it has repeatedly been demonstrated that mental disorders are unevenly distributed 

throughout society; they tend to cluster within lower social strata (Aneshensel et al., 2013). 

This finding is also relevant for behavior problems: children from families with low amounts 

of social and economic resources are more likely to develop behavior problems compared to 

their high-resource counterparts (McLeod & Shanahan, 1996; Piotrowska et al., 2015). 

Although individual risk (or biology) accounts for some of these relations, much of it can be 

traced back to children’s social environment, social risk (Haskins, Garfinkel, & McLanahan, 

2014). Here, a risk factor refers to correlates that precede development of behavior problems. 

There is a large body of research that connects development of behavior problems to risk 

factors in the children themselves, their immediate environment, and society at large (Caspi 

et al., 2016; Costello & Angold, 2001; Moffitt & Scott, 2009; Sroufe, Egeland, Carlson, & 

Collins, 2009).  

Starting with the most proximal, individual risk refers to properties often innate or 

developed at a prenatal or early stage in life. Several individual characteristics, for example 

neurobiological disruptions, temperament, and aggression, have been associated with 

behavior problems (Deater–Deckard, Dodge, Bates, & Pettit, 1998; Moffitt & Scott, 2009). 

Social risk refers to a broad range of factors in children’s close and distal surroundings 

together with process related factors. Examples of social risks are; lack of social and 

economic resources in the family, peer rejection and antisocial peers, poor neighborhood 

context, cultural context, societal context, negative parenting style, and family stress 

processes (Dishion & Patterson, 2006; Moffitt & Scott, 2009; Murali & Oyebode, 2004; 

Piotrowska et al., 2015; Sroufe et al., 2009). There is also Norwegian research showing that a 

lack of resources is related to behavior problems. For example, Bøe et al. (2012) and 
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Wichstrøm et al. (2012) have documented how social risk predicts a higher likelihood of 

experiencing behavior problems. Taken together, the relation between social risk and 

behavior problems seem robust. In addition, the social risk factors, such as low amounts of 

family access to resources, are associated with problems in other health domains which place 

children from disadvantaged backgrounds more broadly at risk of negative development 

(Shonkoff et al., 2012).  

A contribution from the sociology of mental health has been to recognize that 

vulnerable families often are exposed to a broad array of risks (Turner, Wheaton, & Lloyd, 

1995; Wheaton, 1994). Evidence from The Fragile Families and Child Wellbeing 

Longitudinal Study confirms the dynamic relation between social risks (Waldfogel, Craigie, 

& Brooks-Gunn, 2010). For instance, single parent families have been found to have fewer 

social and economic resources available; caregivers are more often poor, have lower 

education levels, as well as more somatic and mental health problems (Kalil & Ryan, 2010; 

Meadows, McLanahan, & Knab, 2009). Thus, social risk factors are correlated and the 

consequences of several risk factors operating together are probably stronger than the sum of 

effects of single risk factors considered independently of each other (Frønes & Strømme, 

2014). This implies that some families may accumulate several social risks with the results of 

an intensified likelihood of behavior problems development. In that regard, social risk and 

behavior problems may both be parts in a process where families accumulate disadvantages, 

often termed as cumulative disadvantage (DiPrete & Eirich, 2006; Seabrook & Avison, 2012).  

In psychology, a related term is often used to conceptualize exposure to multiple 

disadvantages, cumulative risk (Evans, Li, & Whipple, 2013). Cumulative risk differs from 

the sociological concept of cumulative disadvantage because it does not focus on the 

accumulation process of disadvantages. The concept of cumulative risk is more often used to 

measure quantitative exposure to several risks simultaneously and the implications 
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cumulative risk has for psychological outcomes, including behavior problems. Research has 

shown that children who are exposed to family environments with cumulative risk factors – 

in effect children from the most disadvantaged backgrounds - are more likely to experience 

behavior problems (Evans et al., 2013; Sameroff, Bartko, Baldwin, Baldwin, & Seifer, 1998; 

Trentacosta et al., 2008). As with cumulative disadvantage, it seems likely that cumulative 

risk exposure may have implications for both mental health and health care disparities.  

 

2.1.3 Behavior problems - Social risk, family stress, and disrupted parenting style   

It is well established among scholars from sociology and psychology that the family 

environment is a crucial factor in early behavior problems (Ge, Conger, Lorenz, Shanahan, & 

Elder Jr, 1995; Goodman & Gotlib, 2002). Thus, an important question is; what are the 

mechanisms that connect social risks and the family environment to behavior problems in 

children.  

Many of the processes that link social risk and behavior problems in children are 

related to parents’ wellbeing and family stress (Conger, Conger, & Martin, 2010). In his 

classic study on the consequences of the great depression, Elder et al., (1986) found that 

social risk in the form of economic problems created parental stress which in turn were 

followed by disrupted parenting style, and finally, behavior problems in children. In a meta-

review, Conger et al. (2010) summed up the relations between social risk, stress and behavior 

problems in children; low access to resources affected family stress which in turn harmed 

parenting style, and thus increased the likelihood for a broad range of developmental 

problems in children, including behavior problems.  

The evidence supporting the social risk and the family stress hypothesis seems robust 

across culture and ethnic groups (Benner & Kim, 2010; Conger et al., 2002; Parke et al., 2004; 

Solantaus, Leinonen, & Punamäki, 2004). Moreover, in addition to economic hardships, 
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associations between social risk, stress and child behavior problems involve other parental 

characteristics such as parental depression (Bank, Forgatch, Patterson, & Fetrow, 1993; Glied 

& Oellerich, 2014), and family structure and instability (Waldfogel et al., 2010). Moreover, 

in support of the stress hypothesis, social risk, in the form of low access to resources in the 

family, has been found to increase the likelihood of child exposure to harsh and inconsistent 

parenting style (Bank et al., 1993; Elstad & Stefansen, 2014; Glied & Oellerich, 2014; Rishel, 

2012). 

 In keeping with the social risk and stress hypothesis, Gerald Patterson’s Social 

Interaction Learning (SIL) model expands on social risk, family stress and behavior problem 

development by emphasizing the microsocial interactions that lie beneath the stress processes 

and disrupted parenting style (termed as parenting practices in SIL). Thus, the SIL model 

complements the family stress hypothesis by highlighting how microsocial coercive 

interactions in the family lead to development of child aggression (Patterson, 2002). Coercive 

interaction is characterized by conflict and emotional escalation. Typically, children get 

tantrums that are followed by emotional escalation in parents and children. In turn, parents 

tend to concede to meet children’s demands. This creates negative reinforcement of 

aggressive and antisocial behavior in children (Patterson, 2002). Emotional escalation, 

withdrawal, and negative harsh and inconsistent parenting style are parents’ contribution the 

coercive interaction process. In line with the family stress hypothesis, the SIL model explains 

how family and parent characteristics such as poverty, low parental education, single 

parenting, and parental mental and somatic problems are contextual factors that harm 

parenting style and create coercive interactions between family members.  

The SIL model and the coercive mechanism highlight the reciprocity in child and 

parent interaction: children and parents reinforce each other’s negative behavior, which thus 

has implications for the whole family system (Patterson, 2002). Similarly, Avison and 
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Comeau (2013) noted that children’s mental health problems have consequences for other 

family members. Therefore, experiencing a child who has behavior problem is likely a factor 

that adds to the family stress load and to the accumulation of family disadvantage. For 

example, parents who have a child displaying behavior problems tend to experience more 

social isolation from family and friends (Patterson, 2002). As noted by Patterson and colleges 

(Patterson, 2002; Patterson et al., 2010), reducing behavior problems may have positive 

consequences for the involved child but also for their parents and other family members 

(Patterson, 2002; Patterson et al., 2010). And importantly, SIL model offers a social solution 

to the problems: reduction of negative parenting style and teaching of positive and effective 

parenting style.    

  

2.2 Health care disparities  

Prevention of health care disparities is one of the means to counteract health disparities 

(National Academies of Sciences & Medicine, 2017). Thus, the prevention of health care 

disparities rests both on moral arguments and issues connected to the efficiency of the health 

care system. This implies that if health care disparities exist, interventions fail to help an 

underserved population of disadvantaged families. Moreover, for interventions to be efficient, 

they must be beneficial for all risk populations, which, in the case of behavior problems, 

include children from families marked by social risk. It has been argued that mental health 

care interventions may intensify health disparities in two ways. Two different disparity-

increasing mechanisms have been proposed: (i) by disproportionately serving high-resource 

populations with health care, and (ii), the interventions may work better for clients from high-

resource backgrounds (Ceci & Papierno, 2005). As such, important elements in health care 

disparities are related to the social disparities in service utilization and outcomes in treatment. 
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2.2.1 Social disparities in service utilization and outcomes in treatment 

The health care system itself has been characterized as a determinant of health (Marmot et al., 

2008). Thus, extensive research has focused on how health care systems exacerbate health 

disparities (Spencer & Grace, 2016). Implicit in much of this research is that people will have 

improvements in their health if they utilize and benefit from health care. The impact of social 

and economic resources on health care disparities is well recognized (Marmot et al., 2008) 

and have been closely linked to: (i) access to care and service utilization, (ii) experiences of 

care, and (iii) treatment outcomes or benefits from care (Alegría, Pescosolido, Williams, & 

Canino, 2011). The effect of these health care disparities generating domains on individuals 

takes place in a complex ecological system spanning from the (welfare) state and health 

policy, via the functioning of the health care services, to more micro-level factors such as 

family dynamics, social support and patient-provider communication (Alegría et al., 2011; 

Spencer & Grace, 2016).  

 In this thesis, the focus on health care disparities relates essentially to the service 

utilization and the treatment outcomes of interventions. First, results from several meta-

analyses has backed up the general consensus that there are social gradients in the outcomes 

of parent training interventions, meaning that such interventions seem to work better for 

children from high-resource backgrounds (Leijten, Raaijmakers, de Castro, & Matthys, 2013; 

Lundahl, Risser, & Lovejoy, 2006; Reyno & McGrath, 2006). However, others have pointed 

out that the social gradient in parent training outcomes are somewhat mixed (Deković et al., 

2011). Second, several scholars have documented social gradients in utilization of evidence-

based treatments for behavior problems, meaning that children from low-resource 

backgrounds are less likely to utilize help services (Bussing, Zima, Gary, & Garvan, 2003; 

Haggerty et al., 2002; Kazdin, Holland, & Crowley, 1997; Pettersson, Lindén-Boström, & 

Eriksson, 2009; Reedtz, Martinussen, Jørgensen, Handegård, & Mørch, 2011). Taken 
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together, if there are social disparities in both service utilization and the treatment outcomes 

of evidence-based parent training interventions, the effectiveness of the interventions and 

adequacy of service provision would be compromised.  

The generalizability of the effects of family resources on both service utilization and 

treatment outcomes implies that there may be common mechanisms of change relating to the 

two health care disparity domains. In that regard, it has been suggested that socioeconomic 

resources is a fundamental determinant of health that structures individuals access to flexible 

assets (or resources) to avoid risks and to cope with health problems (Link & Phelan, 2005). 

Applied to behavior problems care, this suggests that low-resource families may lack several 

flexible assets that in turn may produce health care disparities. Hence, lacks of family 

resources are likely proxies for several types of change mechanisms that may impact on both 

service utilization and treatment outcomes. 

Different classes of mechanisms might be at play in health care utilization and 

beneficial outcomes in EBI. For instance, socially graded network mechanisms, which offers 

beneficial support including, information, social influence, and advice, might produce health 

care disparities (Smith & Christakis, 2008; Thoits, 2011). Sociocultural mechanisms may be 

another class of mechanisms that may create health care disparities. For instance, factors such 

as attitudes towards help services may create health care disparities if low-resource families 

norms, values and practices may adhere less to those communicated in mental health services 

(Gillies, 2006), and parent training may less closely match the realities of low-resource 

families (Zilberstein, 2016). Moreover, low-resource parents have been found to behave in a 

less confident way when interacting with professionals. This may lead to less beneficial 

outcomes in treatment and probably also avoidance from utilizing services faced with certain 

need in their child (Gengler, 2014; Lareau, 2011; Weininger & Lareau, 2003). Finally, 

practical mechanisms associated with low access to family resources may also increase health 
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care disparities (Cuellar, 2015). For example, low-resource families more often consist of 

poor single parent households with several children. Thus, low-resource families are more 

often likely to face practical barriers such as money to pay for transport and childcare, and 

time to practice skills learned in parent training between sessions, which both could limit 

their service utilization and their potential to benefit from intervention.  
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3. TIBIR - Parent training interventions and implementation 

 
3.1 The TIBIR program 

To identify children at risk and to provide them with effective interventions, Norwegian 

government has invested in the development and implementation of the evidence-based 

TIBIR program. TIBIR targets children between 3 and 12 years of age. The complete TIBIR 

program contains six interventions: a screening intervention, a brief parent training 

intervention (BPT), individual and group versions of PMTO, a teacher training intervention, 

and a children’s social skills training intervention (Solholm, Kjøbli, & Christiansen, 2013). 

TIBIR is a community-wide model that is designed to target children’s behavior problems 

systematically and tailored to different risk levels in the main social arenas for children (i.e. 

home, day care, or school; Solholm et al., 2013). Accordingly, TIBIR is implemented across 

service sectors essentially in the municipal service level to be close to the target populations 

(Solholm et al., 2013).  

In this thesis, the focus is on the parent training interventions that target behavior 

problems in the home environment. In parent training interventions, parents are supposed to 

be the agents of change in their children (Kaehler et al., 2016). Thus, in parent training, 

parents are given the “responsibility” for behavior change in their children, which avoids 

problem focus and stigma on children themselves. Evidence-based parent training is 

considered to be one of the most effective ways to target child behavior problems (Edwards, 

Céilleachair, Bywater, Hughes, & Hutchings, 2007; Greenwood, 1998; Serketich & Dumas, 

1996). Accordingly, strengthening the family environment through parent training 

interventions is the cornerstone in the TIBIR program.  
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3.2 Parent training interventions in TIBIR 

The TIBIR parent training interventions are based on the American PMTO program. 

Gerald Patterson, Marion Forgatch, and their colleges at the Oregon Social Learning Center, 

have developed PMTO over five decades of research and testing (Forgatch & Kjøbli, 2016). 

PMTO is theoretically based on the SIL model. Accordingly, the TIBIR parent training 

interventions aim at reducing behavior problems and promoting prosocial behavior by 

reducing negative parenting style and replacing it with positive and effective parenting style; 

with the ultimate goal of reducing family coercive interactions (Forgatch & Patterson, 2010).  

The high-intensive PMTO interventions in TIBIR are delivered with a dosage of 

approximately 25 hours in the individual mode and 30 hours in the group mode (Solholm et 

al., 2013). The PMTO interventions target children of moderate to high risk of developing 

behavior problems (also referred to as selected and indicated level of risk). PMTO includes 

five parenting skill core components; positive involvement; praise and encouragement; 

problem solving; effective and consistent discipline; and monitoring. PMTO also contains 

five additional components to support positive family interaction; good directions; emotional 

regulation; and screening of child and parent behavior, together with a school or child care 

component to promote continuity and support of PMTO content in other arenas (Askeland et 

al., 2014). Provision of the core components is fairly fixed, but the therapy sessions and 

progress are customized to fit each individual family. Accordingly, the therapy starts with a 

screening of the family in which the therapy is anchored in the strengths and challenges in 

each family. The course of PMTO therapy always starts with the positive parenting 

components praise and reward and good directions before advancing the other components 

(Askeland et al., 2014). PMTO therapists uses several tools to effectively teach the parenting 

skills such as role play, homework, telephone contact between sessions, repetition and 

rehearsals of the parenting skills, to mention a few. 
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 Brief Parent Training (BPT) is a short-form of PMTO, approximately five 1- hour 

sessions, and has the same overall aim as in the PMTO interventions. However, BPT contains 

a reduced version of the curriculum and components used in PMTO. BPT is a preventive 

intervention that targets children between low and moderate risk of developing behavior 

problems. In BPT, parents are taught the most important parenting skills, and the counselor 

customizes the content in relation to family needs (Askeland et al., 2014). Components used 

include good directions, praise and reward, effective discipline, and problem solving. 

Compared to PMTO, there is less room for rehearsal of components in BPT. In cases where 

BPT counseling proves to be insufficient, families are referred to more intensive therapy, for 

instance PMTO.  

 

3.3 Implementation of TIBIR  

Since the 1970s, the field of implementation science has gradually evolved, and today 

implementation and EBI are inseparable concepts. One of the main goals in implementation 

science is to bridge science into practice, and it has been defined as the study of methods to 

promote the systematic uptake of research findings and EBI into routine practice (see Ogden 

& Fixsen, 2014, p. 4).  

There has been a growing awareness that development of EBI does not automatically 

come to benefit wider target populations. To give an example; in the case of a medical drug 

treatment, the implementation of new innovations might be straightforward; produce the drug 

and disseminate it to health care professionals who can effectively provide the drug. However, 

implementation may be a lot more complicated in the field of mental health and behavioral 

interventions, where the treatment consist of practitioners who must adhere to complex 

intervention components combined with mastery of therapeutic common factors. Adding up 

to these challenges is the fact that target groups often consist of individuals with complex 
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problems. The heterogeneity in target groups is often accompanied by heterogeneity among 

EBI practitioners; they are often highly varied in terms of background training, experience, 

and work place in large-scale implementation. Accordingly, the implementation of an EBI 

needs to be rigorously addressed if an EBI is to be effective in real world settings. 

Mathematically expressed, an effective intervention (x) multiplied with effective 

implementation (y) equals (=) social significant outcomes. Removing either of the variables 

from the equation, setting the x or y to zero equals (=) non-significant outcomes (0). As a 

consequence, several scholars have focused on what are the facilitators and obstacles in 

effective implementation (Fixsen, Blase, Naoom, & Wallace, 2009; Ogden & Fixsen, 2014; 

Welsh, Sullivan, & Olds, 2010).  

In a health care system, the facilitators and obstacles relates to multiple 

implementation drivers (or components) in multiple service levels such as the organizational 

level, leadership level, and practitioner level (Fixsen et al., 2009), and to the feasibility of the 

EBI in the service system. In their meta-review, Fixsen and Blasé (2009) highlighted several 

core implementation drivers that were important to provide effective implementation support; 

training of practitioners, evaluation of staff performance, on-site coaching, and facilitative 

administrative support, to mention a few.  

 Addressing implementation drivers and provision of EBI support and quality control 

is thus important in the dissemination and sustainability of intervention effects in real world 

settings. Norwegian government has financed the Norwegian Center for Child Behavioral 

Development to administer the implementation of TIBIR interventions in Norway (Ogden et 

al., 2005). To uphold program effects and sustainability within diverse service settings, a 

great deal of effort is invested the implementation support and quality control such as 

facilitative administrative and leadership structures, time to practice interventions, on-site 

coaching and local collaborating teams of practitioners, data based quality control system for 
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treatment effects and EBI adherence, regular recertification of PMTO therapists, and 

minimum case load requirements (For a more thorough review of the TIBIR implementation 

process see Askeland et al., 2014; Ogden et al., 2005). 
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4. Methods 

After a short presentation of the ethical standards in TIBIR research, this section proceeds 

with a short description of the study designs before I present the different statistical methods 

used in the four papers. All of the papers include EBI evaluated in RCT designs. Thus, I will 

present and discuss some of the strengths and challenges in the RCT design and the use of 

EBI.  

All the studies in the four empirical papers comply with Norwegian and international 

ethical research standards. Consequently, all procedures in the studies used were in 

accordance with - and approved by - The Norwegian National Committee for Research ethics, 

Region South, and The Norwegian Social Data Services. Prior to inclusion in the evaluation 

studies, participants filled out written informed consents. 

There are several similarities across the RCTs used in this thesis. Individuals were 

randomized in a 50:50 allocation to either the intervention or comparison group. In separate 

samples, the intervention group received one of the three TIBIR PMTO interventions and the 

comparison group received the alternative of regular care. Regular care consisted of the help 

normally provided to children displaying behavior problems in the Norwegian services at that 

time. To varying degrees, the regular care consisted of active treatments. Overall, the regular 

care treatments varied a lot in scope and intensity, and often consisted of unstructured 

counseling or therapy supplied by professionals in the services system. Importantly, regular 

care did not receive other EBIs.  

 

4.1 Statistical methods used in the four papers 

Following the first PMTO RCT in Norway (Ogden & Hagen, 2008), the US National 

Institute for Drug Abuse funded a data collection for an implementation study (Forgatch & 

DeGarmo, 2011). Paper IV is based on data from the quasi-experimental implementation 
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study combined with data from the Ogden and Hagen (2008) RCT. In paper I, II, and III, we 

used pooled data from the BPT and the PMTO (group mode) RCTs. Reasons behind the 

pooling of the data were both driven by the research questions and pragmatic concerns; we 

were only able to pool data from studies containing identical outcome measures. Since the 

four papers address different types of research questions, the four papers rely on different 

analytical strategies and statistical approaches.  

 In paper 1, group differences regarding the participant characteristics in PMTO (group 

mode) and BPT were compared to the characteristics in the Norwegian population of families 

with children. I used t-tests and chi-square tests for categorical and binary outcomes. In 

addition, relations between family resources and the outcome of intensity in treatment (binary 

outcome) were analyzed using multiple regressions. Conventionally, and due to problems 

with homoscedasticity and out-of-bounds predictions, logistic regression has been preferred 

for analyses of binary outcomes in regression analysis. However, this notion has been 

challenged (Hellevik, 2009; Mood, 2010). Since the main interest in these analyses was the 

coefficient parameters and not the probabilities, multiple regressions were preferred.  

 In the moderator analyses in paper II and in the mediator analyses in paper III, we 

used structured equation modeling (SEM) analyses. The interaction and mediation analyses 

in SEM were run in Mplus version 7 (Muthén & Muthén, 2012) using latent child and parent 

outcomes. SEM allows incorporating a measurement model of latent constructs estimated 

simultaneously with a structural model of regression path analysis based on the estimation of 

covariance matrixes (Kline, 2015). In SEM, a covariance matrix, in terms of a statistical 

model specified by the researcher, is compared with a non-specified covariance matrix in the 

original dataset. As a result, and in addition to testing coefficient parameters, SEM allows for 

evaluation of the statistical model fit in the analytical models specified by the researcher. In 
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other words, SEM allows for the statistical evaluation of the appropriateness of theoretical 

models applied on a sample (Hu & Bentler, 1999).  

A feature in SEM is that it includes the opportunity to incorporate a measurement 

model of latent outcomes that is estimated together with the structural regression paths. 

Compared to sum scores, analyzing latent constructs have the advantage of minimizing error 

by only allowing the common variance in the observed indicators to tap the latent construct 

(Kline, 2015). Thus, statistical noise and error variance, which is not correlated to the 

specified latent construct, is partialled out from the latent outcome. Due to issues concerning 

adequate item to sample size ratio, and to prevent the analytic models being just identified, 

we chose to use parcels in our latent outcomes. Item parceling in SEM involve combining 

several observed indicators into parcels that tap the latent outcome. The use of parcels has 

been debated (see for example Little, Cunningham, Shahar, & Widaman, 2002). However, 

the use of parcels has been considered to be better than the alternative of using observed 

constructs (or sum scores; Rhemtulla, 2016). Considering the pitfalls of parceling (Little et al., 

2002), we based our parcels on theoretically established construct dimensions. In addition, 

we invariance tested the dimensionality of the items in confirmatory factor analyses across 

time, treatment condition, and (pooled) studies; with the result of obtaining partial strong 

invariance across treatment condition groups and studies over time. Moreover, in paper II and 

III, we allowed for the correlation of the parcel error terms over the time-points used in the 

autoregressive models (i.e. time point 2 and 3 regressed on time point 1). These unanalyzed 

associations are a standard way to represent shared sources of variability over and beyond the 

common variance estimated in the latent outcomes (e.g. error variance due to resampling 

respondents in several time points; Kline, 2015). Note that the coefficient paths between the 

independent variables and the latent outcomes were identical with and without correlation of 

parcel error terms, however, model fit improved in the correlated models. Moreover, in the 
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paper II and III analyses, we used intent-to-treat analyses in which all participants sampled at 

time point 1 were part of analyses regardless of whether they received treatment or not, or 

whether they agreed to be sampled in time point 2 and 3.  

 In paper IV, we tested group differences in child behavior change between the 

effectiveness phase and the large-scale phase of implementation using a pre-post design. In 

the statistical analyses, we used within-subject factorial multiple analysis of covariance 

(MANCOVA) analyzed in SPSS version 22s’ general linear modeling procedure (F-test 

statistics). MANCOVA models allow for the testing of composite outcome models with the 

advantage of preventing potential type 1 errors (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001).  

 

4.2 Limitations in the RCT design 

The use of RCT data in this thesis has several advantages. However, there are also several 

potential limitations in a RCT design that needs to be considered. Validity within empirical 

research is commonly concerned with whether a conclusion or inference represents a good 

estimate of the true conclusion (Trochim, 2006). Validity in research concerns the 

cumulativeness of several factors often operationalized as; conclusion validity; construct 

validity; internal validity; and external validity. The validity in a RCT concerns all four, 

however, the last two concepts are particularly salient. Internal validity can be defined as the 

ability to argue that the observed correlations are causal (Roe & Just, 2009). In a RCT, the 

“magic” of randomization combined with a sufficiently powered experiment will produce 

high internal validity, which probably is the most important rationale for using a RCT. As a 

result, researchers have the possibility to make causal inferences about the correlations 

observed in a specific sample. However, whether a sample specific causal inference 

generalizes over and beyond a particular RCT sample does not follow automatically from the 

randomization procedure; it concerns the external validity in a RCT.  
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External validity can be defined as the ability to generalize the correlations found in 

research to other persons, times, and settings (Roe & Just, 2009). As stressed by Cartwright 

and Hardie (2012), the cost of high internal validity in a RCT may come at a cost of limited 

external validity due to narrowness in scope and sampling. This implies that external validity 

can only be claimed if the participants in a RCT are a representative group of individuals 

from the population they were sampled from. As highlighted by Cartwright and Hardie 

(2012), to draw policy conclusions from one RCT is problematic. Accordingly, results RCTs 

needs to be replicated in different contexts and time to plead any policy relevant evidence. 

Therefore, and as mentioned in chapter 1, replication across contexts and time is a build in 

feature in standardized EBI criteria (Flay et al., 2005; Mihalic et al., 2004; Weisz & Kazdin, 

2010).  

How can we increase the external validity in RCTs? Representativeness regarding 

target group and replication of results have been mentioned. However, representativeness 

also applies to other EBI elements. The matter of external validity calls for a testing of 

interventions in real world practice settings in effectiveness and large-scale implementation 

phases of implementation; testing in regular service systems with the regular practitioners, 

and with regular implementation support intended to support the EBI in practice. (Ogden & 

Fixsen, 2014; Weisz et al., 2013). Moreover, in many RCTs the control groups may consist 

of waiting list controls or essentially non-active treatments. In such designs, the RCT is 

designed to produce favorable outcomes in favor of an EBI. Such RCT is not designed to 

answer the basic question about whether the EBI should replace regular care (Weisz et al., 

2013). Claims about this question can only be made when the comparison groups consist of 

regular care. Nevertheless, the extent of external validity in a RCT is always a matter of 

discussion. Weisz et al. (2013) stresses the need to report factors that affects external validity 

in RCTs.  
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In the TIBIR PMTO interventions, external validity is addressed by testing the EBIs 

in regular care settings, using regular care comparison groups, and the RCTs includes data 

collected in diverse service settings from all Norwegian health regions (Kjøbli et al., 2013; 

Kjøbli & Ogden, 2012; Ogden & Hagen, 2008). Moreover, there were no additional 

participant exclusion criteria in the RCTs other than those regularly practiced in the TIBIR 

parent training interventions. Although there are different versions of the PMTO-based parent 

training interventions in TIBIR, similar PMTO principles and content has been replicated in 

three RCTs in Norway. However, sampling size in the RCTs limits to N = 112 (PMTO 

individual mode), N = 137 (PMTO group mode), and N = 216 (BPT), indicating that the 

extent of external validity could be debated. Nevertheless, Solholm et al. (2014) have tested 

the external validity in the PMTO individual mode RCT (Ogden & Hagen, 2008). They 

found that the RCT participants were a representative sample of families from the Norwegian 

services. Also paper IV in this thesis relates to the arguments set forth by Cartwright and 

Hardie (2012), and whether treatment effects from the first PMTO RCT in Norway may 

generalize to PMTO as part of regular care practices. Results in paper IV indicate that the 

RCT treatment effects may generalize to PMTO in Norwegian services (paper IV is described 

in section 5).  

There are also other and more technical limitations in the RCT design such as the 

assumption of “no interference” and the role of random assignment in statistical inference 

and representation of mechanisms by which the treatment has an impact (Berk, 2005). First, 

you have the assumption of “no interference” called stable unit treatment value assumption in 

which treatments provided in the two conditions should not have an impact on each other. In 

the case of TIBIR parent training intervention, this implies that the implementation of the 

EBIs do not affect the treatments given in regular care. It is likely that this may have 

happened in the case of TIBIR, where the PMTO interventions are implemented within the 
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same municipalities, and sometimes in the same institution as the regular care treatments 

were given. Thus, there might be a spillover effect from implementation of EBI to the regular 

care treatments. In real life this may be considered as a benefit, as knowledge about effective 

EBI components might be adopted in regular care. However, in RCT testing this may lead to 

downward bias of the treatment estimate for the intervention evaluated. In some cases, there 

might be a conflict between the no interference assumption and strive to achieve external 

validity in RCTs.  

Second, in post hoc analyses where treatment effects are tested across individuals that 

differ on covariates, you are running the risk of data snooping. Meaning that if you look 

closely enough you will eventually find subgroups that differ on the outcome of interest 

(Berk, 2005). Hence, you may capitalize on idiosyncratic patterns within a sample that do not 

easily replicate. One way of avoiding such problems may be to rely on theory and previous 

research to inform the measurement of moderators and mediators in the statistical models. 

Nevertheless, other scholars have stated that conducting secondary moderator and mediator 

analyses are considered as sound and important ways to inform the evidence from RCTs 

(Kraemer, Wilson, Fairburn, & Agras, 2002). However, it should be noted that many RCTs 

are powered to detect main effects and not subgroup effects. Relatedly, adding covariates to 

RCT data will also have implications for the statistical inferences in that p-values may be too 

optimistic and confidence intervals to narrow (Berk, 2005). Statistically, the best solution 

may be to mount a new experiment based on the inductively discovered results from the first 

experiment. For example you may conduct and experiment where participants are 

randomized according to their level of cumulative risk from which you can draw more 

statistically robust conclusions. Accordingly, the less variation you have in a moderator, the 

more the analyses may capitalize on chance within a given sample. A solution is to use 

pooled samples from several studies to enhance both generalizability of treatment main 
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effects and subgroup effects (Berk, 2005; Bloom, Hill, & Riccio, 2003). Nevertheless, the 

limitations in the RCT design, and particularly in the secondary subgroup analyses, should be 

kept in mind when interpreting when interpreting the results in this thesis.  

  

4.3 EBI critique 

Today, many scholars argue that the EBI practice should replace regular treatments in 

everyday clinical care (Bøyum, 2013; Chambless & Hollon, 1998; Satcher, 2000), however, 

critics disagree (Addis & Waltz, 2002; Ekeland, 2007; Garfield, 1996; Zilberstein, 2016). 

Critics often argue from a philosophical standpoint that EBI is neo-positivistic and 

instrumentalist while others argue that EBI is too rigidly manualized to permit personalized 

treatment. Others argue and that such interventions are the product of the dominant 

middleclass Western culture disregarding cultural and ethnical diversities (Zilberstein, 2016). 

Weisz et al. (2013) insightfully notes that for or against EBI may ultimately be an empirical 

question. In their meta-analysis (2013), they found that EBI outperformed regular care 

treatments with a Cohen’s d effect size of 0.29. However, and due to RCT design issues, he 

further noted that the effect size difference should be interpreted with caution. 

I argue that the polarization and dichotomy between EBI and unstructured and 

eclectic treatments often projected in debates are somewhat misplaced. Certainly, regular 

services may outperform EBI, and EBI do not fit all clients. However, many EBIs, here in the 

form of parent training interventions, have a build-in component to contextualize treatment 

due family strengths and challenges (Askeland et al., 2014). In line with Weisz et al.’s (2013) 

argument above, a central question is whether EBI in general may provide many children 

with more effective treatments. Philosophical point of views may provide important 

arguments. However, such arguments would probably not help children that have problems. 

Nevertheless, critique is important to move the field of EBI forward, and to prevent overly 
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instrumentalist understandings of children’s development and intervention. Hence, there 

should be room for both structured and unstructured treatments across diverse service settings: 

we need them both, and efforts should be made to combine the strengths from both 

approaches to develop more effective interventions.   
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5. Empirical results – summary of four papers  

This section includes summaries of the four empirical papers. As noted, the overall focus in 

this thesis is on health care disparities in parent training interventions. However, the papers 

address different research questions, paper I, II, and III gravitates towards to social disparities 

in health care, whereas paper IV marks a shift from the family oriented focus to an emphasis 

on PMTO treatment effects in different phases of implementation. I am the sole author of 

paper I, whereas paper II was co-authored with John Kjøbli, paper III was co-authored with 

John Kjøbli and Marion Forgatch, and paper IV was co-authored with Terje Ogden. 

Importantly for this thesis, I am the first author in all the papers. I did all the statistical 

analyses and wrote the first draught for all the papers. Co-authors provided ideas and input 

for the research questions and commented on the written manuscripts, and were involved in 

the design of the RCTs.  

  

Paper I: Social gradients and participant characteristics in child behavior problem 

interventions 

Social disparities have been found in both the prevalence of child behavior problems and 

among those who use health care services that target such problems. If low-resource families 

are simultaneously at higher risk of having a child experiencing behavior problems and less 

inclined to utilize help services, health care disparities may be exacerbated. Accordingly, 

service use is one of the important domains relating to health care disparities. This paper 

focuses exclusively on health care disparities related to service use in two versions of PMTO, 

the high-intensive PMTO group mode and the low-intensive BPT. The paper extends the 

literature on health care disparities by focusing on the social determinants including several 

social and economic resources and their relations with service use. Both singular and 

cumulative relations between family resources and service use were examined. Social 
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determinates were investigated (i); overall in a pooled sample of the two parent training 

interventions compared with Norwegian normal population of families with children, and (ii); 

whether there where social gradients relating to the intensity of treatment.  

In contrast to the established health care disparity hypothesis, the results revealed 

inverse social gradients among those families receiving PMTO and BPT. First, compared to 

other Norwegian families with children, the TIBIR families had markedly lower social and 

economic resources on a broad range of indicators. Second, the inverse social gradient was 

partly replicated through analyses that focused on the intensity in treatment; families with 

fewer resources – high social risk families – were more likely to receive the high-intensive 

PMTO. However, cumulative risk families with > 3 social risks were less likely to receive 

high-intensity treatment. This is concerning since these families are at high risk. Nevertheless, 

overall the results in this paper indicate that the Norwegian PMTO interventions do not 

exacerbate health care disparities as a result of who utilizes the services. To the contrary, the 

findings reveal that providing parent training interventions to selected target groups in 

different municipal services may prevent social gradients in service use.  

 

Paper II: Family resources and effects on child behavior problem interventions: A 

cumulative risk approach 

Lacks of family resources have both been associated with health care disparities in general 

and with the outcomes of parent training interventions for children with behavior problems. 

There is consensus that lack of family resources, often assessed as socioeconomic status, is a 

social determinant that creates health care disparities in the form of reduced beneficial 

outcomes in care for behavior problems. Accumulation of social and economic disadvantages 

in the family – that is cumulative risk – has been established as a social risk in behavior 

problems development. However, there is scarce evidence on whether cumulative risk may 
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create health care disparities by being associated with less beneficial outcomes in parent 

training interventions. Evaluating BPT and PMTO group mode, we constructed cumulative 

risk index tapping family amounts of social and economic resources together with parent 

health statuses. Thus, we focused on the effects of quantitative exposure to social risks, and 

whether cumulative risk moderated treatment effects on child behavior changes in PMTO and 

BPT. Data was analyzed in a pooled sample and separate analyses in a two case comparison 

of the interventions differing in intensity and target group. The overall question was whether 

exposure to cumulative risk created health care disparities in the PMTO interventions 

compared to regular care.  

We did not find any indications of health care disparities following PMTO 

interventions. To the contrary, we found inverse social gradients relating to treatment 

condition and cumulative risk exposure: The children exposed to cumulative risk in the 

pooled sample of PMTO interventions displayed in average more reductions in behavior 

problem levels compared to families without cumulative risk exposure. Conversely, children 

in the pooled regular care groups, who were exposed to equal levels of cumulative risk, 

experienced rising levels of behavior problems compared to those families without 

cumulative risk. Further, we examined relations between treatment conditions and cumulative 

risk where we separately analyzed PMTO and BPT, thus relating cumulative risk and health 

care disparities to intervention intensity. We found that the low-intensity BPT intervention on 

average worked equally well both for families with and without cumulative risk. In contrast, 

we found inverse social gradients in the high-intensity PMTO intervention; children from 

cumulative risk backgrounds experienced high reductions in their level of behavior problems 

following treatment, and at six-month follow-up. On the one hand, providing evidence-based 

parent training seems to be an effective way to prevent health care disparities in the 

Norwegian service system for children with behavior problems. On the other hand, providing 
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children with the alternative of regular care seems to intensify health care disparities. 

Moreover, the high-intensity EBI seem to be a particularly effective way to help children 

from the low-resource and cumulative risk families.  

 

Paper III: Collateral benefits of child behavior problem interventions on parent wellbeing   

The family environment, family resources and parent wellbeing, have been found to affect a 

broad range of developmental outcomes for children, including behavior problems 

development. Thus, enhancing parent wellbeing may benefit children with behavior problems. 

In PMTO, parent wellbeing is not explicitly targeted. However, if PMTO has benefits beyond 

the targeted child behavior problems, and also has effect on parent wellbeing, such collateral 

benefits implicate that the outcomes of PMTO interventions may be underestimated. 

Regarding the overall topic of health care disparities in this thesis, paper III contributes by 

focusing on the capacities of PMTO and BPT to increase parent wellbeing, and thereby to 

reduce social risk.  

We constructed a latent parent wellbeing index tapping parental mental health, 

somatic health and lack of energy. We used data collected at three time-points and examined 

the direct effects of treatment conditions on parent wellbeing and indirect effects via change 

in children’s behavior problems, change in parenting style, and via parents level of self-

efficacy. In that regard, this paper focuses on the change processes that occur in the family 

following evidence-based parent training. As in paper I and II, we apply a case study where 

we examine whether differences in treatment intensity and target groups have different 

implications for parent wellbeing. Importantly, the BPT sample contains families with lower 

risk levels compared to the PMTO sample. Albeit research evidence on collateral benefits is 

relatively limited, scholars have found long-term collateral benefits after three years and 
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beyond. In paper III we examined whether parent training interventions had more immediate 

collateral benefits 6 months after treatment termination.  

Results revealed that the BPT had direct effects on improving parent wellbeing 

compared to the families receiving regular care, whereas families receiving PMTO did not 

experience significant changes on parent wellbeing compared to the regular care families. In 

addition, both PMTO and BPT had significant effects on improving parenting style, reducing 

child behavior problems, and predicted higher level of parenting self-efficacy compared to 

regular care. However, we did not find any significant indirect relations via those mentioned 

variables on parent wellbeing. The findings suggest that there were two parallel paths of 

change processes in children and parents six months after receiving BPT. Moreover, the 

results indicate that reaching children and their parents at early stages in negative 

developmental cycles may increase the potential for immediate collateral benefits on parent 

wellbeing. In turn, this may broadly come to benefit child development.  

 

Paper IV: Is there a scale-up penalty? Testing behavioral change in the scaling up of Parent 

Management Training in Norway  

In paper IV, the focus is on disparities related to the health care system itself; whether 

different phases of implementation were associated with attenuation of program effects. 

There is a common perception that when EBI is disseminated throughout the service 

apparatus the effects of interventions attenuates. It has been estimated that program effect 

reductions varies between 25% and 50%; that there is a scale-up penalty in large-scale 

implementation. The scale-up penalty has been explained by implementation challenges in 

large-scale implementation such as the feasibility of the evidence-based intervention, 

heterogeneity among the practitioners delivering the intervention, heterogeneity in the target 

group, and challenges to maintain effective implementation to support intervention fidelity 
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(i.e. adherence EBI manuals and therapeutic common factors). In a case study of the PMTO 

implementation in Norway, paper IV sets out to test whether there was a scale-up penalty 

when PMTO (individual mode) was transported out across all parts of the Norwegian service 

system intended to deliver the intervention. In addition to the testing of a potential scale-up 

penalty, this paper also describes the consequence of the large-scale dissemination upon 

practitioner heterogeneity, i.e. level of background training and work place, and target group 

characteristics, i.e. children’s levels of behavior problems.  

We found that there was increasing heterogeneity both among service practitioners 

and among those children and their families that received PMTO in the large-scale phase of 

implementation compared to the initial phase of effectiveness testing (essentially in 

Norwegian specialist services). However, and opposed to the hypothesized scale-up penalty, 

we did not find a scale-up penalty in terms of reduced levels of child behavior change. In fact, 

differences in the outcomes between the phases of implementation were marginal despite the 

facts that generalists in the municipal service level more often delivered PMTO in large-scale 

dissemination and that target children had markedly lower levels of behavior problems in the 

latter phase of implementation. The PMTO implementation support system was a constant in 

our case study, meaning that the level of support was essentially the same in both phases of 

implementation. The absence of a scale-up penalty in Norway suggests that the centralized 

center strategy of implementation support likely resulted in program maturation effects; in 

which implementers and support systems became more experienced, skilled, and more 

culturally adapted to fit the Norwegian context.  

6. Concluding remarks 

This thesis applies a sociological health care disparity perspective on evidence-based parent 

training interventions. Thus, the overall focus concerns social disparities in service utilization 

and treatment outcomes of PMTO interventions in Norway. The social gradient found in 
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behavior problems implies that children from low-resource backgrounds – children exposed 

to social risk - are important to serve with effective intervention. Therefore, the theoretical 

perspective on health care disparities may serve as starting point from which to evaluate 

whether evidence-based parent training may help this group of children, and thus, whether 

EBI exacerbate or ameliorate health care disparities and ultimately health disparities. The 

theoretical focus and the proximity to the practice field provides the opportunity to view the 

interconnected implications the results in this thesis have for theory and for practice. 

Therefore, this concluding chapter will discuss the implications for theory, practice, and 

social policy.  

 Paper I showed promising results regarding the ability to reach low-risk populations 

with selected interventions implemented essentially in the municipal service level. Overall 

participants had markedly lower levels of social and economic resources compared to the 

normal population of Norwegian families with children. Opposed to a strategy of self-

selection and universal provision, the paper I results indicate that implementing both EBI and 

other interventions close to target groups in municipal services settings, and basing the 

inclusion into treatment on referrals and practitioner screening, are strategies that may 

counteract health care disparities in service utilization.  

Low amounts of family resources have been recognized as a fundamental determinant 

that may cause health care disparities by structuring flexible assets to cope with different 

problems in diverse contexts (Link & Phelan, 2005). For example, flexible assets may 

include network mechanisms (e.g., friends and colleagues) for advice and support, and 

cultural mechanisms, for example attitudes towards treatment and self-confidence when 

interacting with professionals, which has been found to enhance professional help seeking, 

and thus, service utilization (Gengler, 2014; Gillies, 2006; Thoits, 2011; Weininger & Lareau, 

2003). Moreover, high-resource families have also been found to have a greater capacity to 
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get family members into care (Pescosolido, Boyer, & Medina, 2013). Thus, how families 

view behavior problems symptoms and react upon them may be otther socially graded asset 

that influence service utilization. The social gradient found in other studies of service 

utilization, particularly the Norwegian study by Reedtz et al., (2011) where they found social 

gradients in a universally provided evidence-based parent training program, may suggest that 

the mechanisms and social processes associated with high amounts of flexible assets come 

less into play in selected intervention where provision is based on professional judgments. 

Moreover, it might also be the case that the close-to-target provision in the municipal services 

may undermine the practical barriers for service utilization that more often is a constraint for 

the low-resource families. Thus, when the treatment is provided in a local environment it 

might be more accessible for the low-resources parents. In sum, the TIBIR interventions, 

which are at the selected level and implemented in municipal services seem to attract 

adequate target groups of children with behavior problem symptoms who come from 

backgrounds marked by low levels of social and economic resources.    

 Another central issue in health care disparity research concerns the outcomes of 

treatment. It would increase health care disparities if the help services produce less favorable 

outcomes for the low-resource participants. In paper II, we examined the impact of family 

resources, measured as cumulative risk, and whether quantitative lacks of social and 

economic resources moderated treatment effects in the PMTO interventions and regular care. 

Overall, the results revealed opposite social gradients in the two treatment conditions 

according to cumulative risk exposure. Cumulative risk children receiving evidence-based 

parent training showed more positive behavior change whereas children exposed to equal 

levels of cumulative risk in regular care showed less positive change compared to children 

without cumulative risk exposure.  
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The results indicate that there were opposite mechanisms of change at play in 

evidence-based parent training and regular care. The results in the regular care group were 

more in line with the former theories that highlight how lacks of resources are related to 

fewer flexible assets, including social network mechanisms, cultural mechanisms, and 

practical mechanisms, that may have created the unfavorable outcomes for low-resource 

participants in regular care. In that regard, when receiving unstructured regular care, more 

resources and flexible assets may have impacted on the treatment provided and produced 

better returns to children from high-resource backgrounds. In contrast, provision of evidence-

based parent training seems to counteract this tendency. When receiving the high-intensive 

PMTO, family resources did not appear to be a fundamental determinant. To the contrary, the 

low-resource families experienced compensatory effects. The reasons for this might be 

numerous. For instance, there might be less room for high-resource participants to influence 

the quality of care in EBI. Moreover, in the theory review, I highlighted how the link between 

low access to family resources and behavior problems in children are related to family stress 

and disrupted parenting style (Conger et al., 2010; Patterson, 2002; Capaldi et al., 2002). 

Evidence-based parent training specifically targets parenting style. As a result, the parent 

training interventions may more closely match the realties and concrete coercive social 

processes in the low-resource families, and therefore, work better for them. Thus, parent 

training may provide low-resource families with the right tools to help their child.  

In paper 3, the focus is directed towards the parental outcomes of treatment. As noted 

in the theory review, the family environment is particularly important for young children 

(Caspi et al., 2016; Shonkoff et al., 2012; Sroufe et al., 2009). In that regard, if evidence-

based parent training may have positive impact on family resources in terms of enhancing 

parent wellbeing, this would probably have impact on the amount of social risk children are 

exposed to in the family environment. In keeping with the family resource and stress 
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hypothesis and the SIL model, enhancing parent wellbeing would reduce the likelihood for 

disrupted parenting style and thus behavior problems in children. Accordingly the question is 

whether evidence-based parent training may have collateral benefits and reduce social risk 

exposure in families that are experiencing a child with behavior problems. The results 

showed promising results for the BPT intervention, however, in the high-risk PMTO sample 

no collateral benefits appeared. This suggests that when children and families are reached and 

helped early in negative developmental cycles, this may increase the likelihood for collateral 

benefits. In other words; when families are less exposed to cumulative disadvantages, in 

terms of social risks and lower levels of child problems, less effort is needed to stimulate 

processes that lead to improved wellbeing both for children and their parents. For example, 

when the family problems were less cemented, receiving the BPT intervention might have 

produced feelings of relief and comfort for parents, which in turn, could have affected their 

subjective feelings of wellbeing. Although research is limited, results from other studies 

suggest that collateral benefits progress over time (Patterson et al., 2010; McEachern et al., 

2013). Thus, improving parents’ wellbeing might be a way to promote healthy child 

development in general, but might also be a way to prevent parent social isolation, and thus, 

weak labor market attachments and poor family living conditions.  

Taken together, the results in this thesis have showed that evidence-based parent 

training interventions might be a way of preventing and counteracting potential health care 

disparities for children with behavior problems. Moreover, the results have indicated that 

health care context and type of treatment could be important to determine whether family 

resources is a fundamental determinant of favorable flexible assets to cope with behavior 

problems. Viewed together, the results in paper I and II, and to a certain extent in paper III, 

underline this argument. Moreover, in the theory review I highlighted the relations between 

cumulative family disadvantages, family stress and poor outcomes for children (DePrete & 
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Eirich, 2006; Conger et al., 2010; Seabrook & Avison, 2012). These relations implies that 

children from the cumulative risk backgrounds are running the risk of being another 

accumulated disadvantage that adds to the family stress load. The results in this thesis suggest 

that evidence-based parent training might be a promising way to prevent such negative family 

trajectories by helping both children and their parents. However, more longitudinal data 

would have allowed us better opportunities to examine the relations between parent training 

and family trajectories. Moreover, we do not know what are the actual mechanisms involved 

in the processes of counteracting health care disparities in parent training. Accordingly, 

future studies applying a health care disparity perspective on EBI could shed more light on 

the mechanisms of change in EBI and parent training, also by applying this perspective on 

EBI targeting other mental health problems.  

The results displayed in this thesis may have implications for social policy. In 

addition to the main effects showing that PMTO interventions were more effective in 

reducing behavior problems compared to regular care (Bjørknes & Manger, 2013; Kjøbli & 

Ogden, 2012; Kjøbli et al., 2013; Ogden & Hagen, 2008), the health care disparity 

perspective in this thesis has provided evidence that parent training interventions is an 

effective way of targeting behavior problems - also for low-resource families. However, in 

line with the arguments of Cartwright and Hardie (2012) and Berk (2005) one should be 

aware of limitations of RCTs to inform policy, due to potential lack of external validity and 

narrowness in scope. However, the replication of effectiveness in the four RCTs, together 

with the results from paper I, II, II, and particularly paper IV in this thesis, strongly indicates 

evidence-based parent training is efficient across diverse service settings and target groups in 

Norway. In that regard, strengthening the municipal service system with evidence-based 

parent training has the potential to fulfill two important social policy goals (Government, 

2007); (i) to effectively help children identified to be in high-risk positions; (ii) to provide 
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effective help without the expense of increasing differences between high-resource and low-

resource groups. The latter goal specifically relates to the results in this thesis; implementing 

evidence-based parent training seems to be a promising strategy to help an underserved group 

of children and families and thereby reduce unwanted variations in health care outcomes. 

Combining the large body of evidence in favor of evidence-based parent training 

interventions with the capacity to prevent health care disparities, it seems reasonable to 

suggest that this research should inform social policy. However, of the approximately 5% of 

Norwegian children that are in need of intervention, only about 8% receives adequate help 

(Skogen & Torvik, 2013). When we know the problems these children face in the school 

system and later in life, this is concerning. A conclusion that can be drawn from this is that 

evidence-based parent training should be scaled up in the Norwegian service system.  

Synthesizing the results from paper I, II and III, the shorter BPT intervention showed 

positive outcomes for children and parents. In line with arguments regarding individual and 

societal returns from investment set forth by Heckman and others (Heckman, 2006; Knudsen 

et al., 2006), these findings suggests that when you target behavior problems at early stages 

of development, this is a promising way to give broader returns from intervention. From a 

social policy perspective, the 5 hour BPT is more scalable than the 25-30 hour PMTO 

interventions: It is less costly to support and provide, and it is more flexible and feasible for 

implementation in terms of practitioner background and workplace, all of which may indicate 

that the low-intensive parent training may have a larger potential for improving public health. 

However, this potential is also dependent on reaching at-risk children and families in the 

early stages of negative development. To achieve this, health clinics, day care centers, and 

schools may be the key contexts for early identification of at-risk positions. As shown in 

paper I, the preventive BPT intervention contained lower risk participants compared to the 

participants receiving PMTO. Thus, we do not know what benefits the shorter BPT 
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intervention would give in a higher risk sample. More research is needed to examine such 

relations, maybe in the form of new RCTs using randomization to different treatment 

intensity conditioned on social risk. 

Acknowledging the public health potential in the shorter parent training intervention, 

results in this thesis have displayed that particularly the high-risk children from low-resource 

backgrounds seem to benefit from the high-intensive parent training. Accordingly, there 

should also be room for provision of high-intensive versions of PMTO in Norway. Moreover, 

in addition to child symptoms, the results in paper II may suggest that low levels of family 

resources could warrant provision of high-intensive parent training. This should be kept in 

mind when screening for behavior problems. Moreover, the results have shown that the most 

troubled families, having more than 3 cumulative risks, were less likely to partake in the 

group mode of high-intensive PMTO. This result may suggest that more effort should be 

focused on including the high-risk families in high-intensive parent training, and further, that 

providing individual mode of the high-intensive PMTO may be a better alternative for the 

most disadvantaged families. Moreover, the absence of collateral benefits in the high-risk 

PMTO sample suggests that cumulative risk families may be in need of additional 

intervention components that specifically targets parents, for example components targeting 

health and job-training.   

A limitation in the TIBIR program is that it could be criticized for having a too 

narrow target group by having a one-dimensional focus on behavior problems. This critique 

may be supported by recent developments in Norwegian welfare policy issued in the 

Coordination Reform (Government, 2009) and in the later new Child Welfare Act 

amendment (Government, 2017). These new policy reforms involve a transfer of many 

health-related services from the state level to the municipal level. As a result, the municipal 

service providers will need effective interventions to prevent and treat a broad range of 
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mental health related problems in the years to come. Adapting to these recent developments 

in social policy, another way forward for TIBIR, and for EBI in the municipal mental health-

related services, may be to target other mental health problems in addition to behavior 

problems. For example internalizing problems, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, child 

maltreatment, and conditions in the autism spectrum. As documented particularly in paper IV 

in this thesis, the TIBIR program seems to be a well-designed platform to implement and 

provide EBI for behavior problems. Therefore, I believe that TIBIR has the potential to 

include other mental health problems as well. By broadening the inclusion criteria in TIBIR, 

the municipal services may reach and help more vulnerable children and families, and 

thereby produce beneficial public health impacts. 
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Abstract Family resources have been associated with
health care inequality in general and with social gradients in
treatment outcomes for children with behavior problems.
However, there is limited evidence concerning cumulative
risk—the accumulation of social and economic dis-
advantages in a family—and whether cumulative risk
moderates the outcomes of evidence-based parent training
interventions. We used data from two randomized con-
trolled trials evaluating high-intensity (n= 137) and low-
intensity (n= 216) versions of Parent Management Training
—Oregon (PMTO) with a 50:50 allocation between parti-
cipants receiving PMTO interventions or regular care. A
nine-item family cumulative risk index tapping socio-
economic resources and parental health was constructed to
assess the family’s exposure to risk. Autoregressive struc-
tured equation models (SEM) were run to investigate
whether cumulative risk moderated child behaviors at post-
treatment and follow-up (6 months). Our results showed
opposite social gradients for the treatment conditions: the
children exposed to cumulative risk in a pooled sample of
both PMTO groups displayed lower levels of behavior
problems, whereas children with identical risk exposures
who received regular care experienced more problems.
Furthermore, our results indicated that the social gradients

differed between PMTO interventions: children exposed to
cumulative risk in the low-intensity (five sessions) Brief
Parent Training fared equally well as their high-resource
counterparts, whereas children exposed to cumulative risk
in the high-intensity PMTO (12 sessions) experienced
vastly better treatment effects. Providing evidence-based
parent training seem to be an effective way to counteract
health care inequality, and the more intensive PMTO
treatment seemed to be a particularly effective way to help
families with cumulative risk.

Keywords Family resources ● Social risk ● Cumulative
risk ● Behavior problems ● Health care inequality ●

Evidence-based parent training interventions

Introduction

It is well established that behavioral problems in childhood
(i.e., conduct problems, oppositional behaviors, and inat-
tentive problems) negatively impact children’s long-term
well-being through an association with school problems,
work problems, social exclusion, and poor health (Maughan
et al. 1985; Rutter et al. 1970; Sroufe et al. 2009). As with
many other mental health-related problems, a social gra-
dient has been established for behavior problems. Specifi-
cally, a family’s lack of social and economic resources has
been found to be a social risk factor for the development
and prevalence of such problems (Bøe et al. 2012; Mazza
et al. 2016; Piotrowska et al. 2015; Sameroff et al. 1998).
Furthermore, it has been recognized that there is a social
gradient in the outcomes of mental health care services in
general (i.e. health care inequality) and in the parent training
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interventions targeting behavior problems (Leijten et al.
2013; Lundahl et al. 2006; Pescosolido et al. 2013).
Knowing that behavioral problems are one of the most
frequent reasons for referrals to mental health services
(Storvoll 1997; World Health Organization 2003), health
care inequality in the services provided to children with
behavior problems implies that we will fail to help high-risk
children and that the effectiveness of these services will be
reduced.

Health inequality remains a major societal challenge, and
extensive research has examined how health care systems
exacerbate these disparities (Spencer and Grace 2016).
Service use, patient adherence, and service outcomes have
been acknowledged as elements that are important for
understanding health care inequality (Alegría et al. 2011),
and lack of family resources has been an important focus of
health care inequality research (Muntaner et al. 2013). In
caring for behavior problems, social gradient approaches
have commonly focused on family resources in the form of
socioeconomic status (SES), typically assessed in terms of
parental income and education level (Leijten et al. 2013).
SES has been proposed as a “fundamental cause” of health
inequality, structuring (un-) favorable mechanisms across
contexts and diseases (Link and Phelan 1995; Muntaner
et al. 2013). This implies that high SES families enjoy a vast
number of flexible assets that they can use to their advan-
tage to implement protective strategies and produce favor-
able treatment outcomes.

A more finely graded family resource approach may
involve measurement of a wide array of social and eco-
nomic resources, including parental mental and somatic
health, that are associated with SES, (i.e., cumulative risk).
Cumulative risk denotes a situation in which several social
risk factors operate together. To give an example, com-
prehending a risk factor often involves envisioning the
circumstances that accompany it. For instance, is having a
single mother a risk if she has good health, a good income,
and only one child? Probably not. However, if the single
mother is poor, undereducated, and has three children, the
picture is different. This example supports the fact that
human beings often contend with constellations of risk
factors rather than isolated instances of adverse circum-
stances (Seifer et al. 1992). In parent training, parents are
the agents of change in their children (Forgatch and Pat-
terson 2010). Thus, it is likely that limitations in parents’
access to resources create strain and stress on family life
which in turn may create health care inequality.

Social gradients and thus health care inequality have
been identified in interventions for behavior problems
(Lundahl et al. 2006). In a meta-analysis, Reyno and
McGrath (2006) found that single parent status, family size,
low income, low education, and parental mental health
issues diminished the effects of parent training. In another

meta-analysis, Lundahl et al. (2006) found that low SES
families benefitted less from parent training, particularly
when the mode of treatment was group therapy. However,
findings regarding family resources and the outcomes of
parent training are inconsistent (Deković et al. 2011). For
instance, low educational level, low marital satisfaction,
maternal depression, and a lack of psychological resources
have been found to enhance the benefits of treatment (Berlin
et al. 1998; Gardner et al. 2009; Lundahl et al. 2006).

These conflicting findings regarding separate family risks
have been taken as evidence that it is not the quality but the
quantity of resources that is relevant to family functioning
and children’s behavior (Rutter 2000; Sameroff et al. 1993;
see Stolk et al. 2008, p. 57). However, we know of only two
previous studies that have investigated how cumulative risk
influences the effects of parent training interventions for
addressing child behavior problems. In their study of a
program aimed at reducing behavioral problems among
children aged 1 to 3 years, Stolk et al. (2008) found no
associations between cumulative risk and treatment effects.
In studying another parenting intervention intended to
promote cognitive development among low-birthweight
infants, Liaw and Brooks-Gunn (1994) found that cumula-
tive risk did not moderate treatment effects on behavior
problems.

The social gradients in parent training outcomes are
likely grounded in rings of social influence ranging from
societal macro-level factors to micro-level factors such as
individual characteristics and client-practitioner interactions
(Spencer and Grace 2016). Hence, family resources and
cumulative risk are proxies for different change mechan-
isms that operate at different levels of health care inequality
and account for more complex situational decisions, ratio-
nalizations, and reasons for actions following parent train-
ing intervention. Given the findings of the above review,
there is no consensus on whether family resources moderate
the benefits of parent training interventions. Several change
mechanisms are likely to vary according to family resources
and thus impact treatment outcomes for behavior problems.

Following intervention, social network is one group of
mechanisms that likely affects social gradients in treatment
outcomes. According to Thoits (2011), socially graded
network mechanisms may affect parents’ coping strategies.
Low-resource families have less access to secondary net-
works of significant others who can offer various types of
beneficial support, such as information and advice on
interventions, encouragement, social influence, and role
modeling based on past experiences (Smith and Christakis
2008; Thoits 2011). Sociocultural mechanisms may be
another group of mechanisms that can reduce intervention
benefits in socially graded patterns. Low-resource parents
may hold more negative attitudes toward treatments and
professional advice. Their norms, practices, and values may
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adhere less strictly to the parenting practices recommended
in parent training (Gillies 2006), as parenting interventions
may more closely match the resources and realities of
middle-class households (Zilberstein 2016). Skill acquisi-
tion in parent training may also be less suited to low-
resource parents’ modes of learning and loci of control
(Pescosolido et al. 2013; Zilberstein 2016). Moreover, low-
resource parents have been found to behave in a less self-
assertive way when interacting with professionals, leading
to differential outcomes that may disfavor their children
(Gengler 2014; Weininger and Lareau 2003). Finally, dif-
ferent practical mechanisms, in the form of social and
economic stressors (Conger et al. 1992), may reduce low-
resource families’ potential to gain from interventions.
Parents with cumulative risk are less likely to live in tra-
ditional two-parent families, and they might have poorer
health and less money to pay for transportation expenses
and child care, all of which could limit their access to the
practical and social resources needed to participate in
intervention and integrate the parenting strategies learned
into their daily lives.

Although there is a general consensus that parent training
interventions work better for high-resource families, some
scholars have found compensatory effects (i.e., more posi-
tive effects) of parent training for the low-resource families
(Leijten et al. 2013). Thus, several mechanisms are likely to
be involved in beneficial compensatory patterns. Initial
problem severity is a factor that could impact the benefits of
treatment (Leijten et al. 2013) in that more severely troubled
children may have more room for improvement. Similarly,
the severity of a child’s problem might impact parental
motivation and readiness to change (Baydar et al. 2003;
DiClemente and Velasquez 2002). Features of the inter-
ventions could create compensatory effects for children
from families with cumulative risk. Evidence-based inter-
ventions are based on a curriculum and follow a structured
progression. Thus, there might be less room for high-
resource parents to influence the treatment situation in an
evidence-based intervention, where the teaching of core
components is somewhat fixed. In that regard, evidence-
based interventions might promote equality of care by
ensuring that effective practices are provided to both rich
and poor families (Cochrane 2004; Kristiansen and Mooney
2004). Moreover, the parent training interventions in focus
are based on the Structured Interaction Learning model
(SIL) of behavioral change (Forgatch and Patterson 2010).
According to the SIL, family resources, and thus cumulative
risk, affect the development of behavior problems by dis-
rupting parenting style. Hence, children exposed to cumu-
lative risk may have behavior problems that are more
strongly induced by social risk and disrupted parenting.
This implies that the SIL-based PMTO interventions might
work better for families with cumulative risk, as their

children’s behavior problem etiology might be more influ-
enced by social risk environments and thus more in line
with the PMTO curriculum. Relatedly, low-resource parents
have more often been found to adhere to negative parenting
styles (Elstad and Stefansen 2014). Hence, the parenting
focus in interventions may be better suited to low-resource
parents at the pre-intervention stage if they, to a greater
degree than high-resource parents, lack parenting skills and
abilities. If so, the practical focus on and rehearsal of par-
enting practices, particularly in the high-intensive inter-
vention (explained in more detail below), could add a
compensatory mechanism to the treatment experience of
cumulative risk families.

In this study, we examined two evidence-based interven-
tions differing in intensity (i.e., dosage and scope): the high-
intensity PMTO Parent Group (hereafter called PMTO) and the
low-intensity PMTO short form Brief Parent Training (BPT;
when discussed together hereafter, these are called PMTO
interventions). We focused on exposure to environments that
were characterized by a lack of family social and economic
resources in which we assessed the quantity of family resour-
ces, i.e., cumulative risk. The primary question raised was
whether cumulative risk moderated the treatment effects of the
PMTO interventions. Thus we elaborated on the conditions
under which quantitative aspects of family resources exacerbate
or ameliorate health care inequalities in (1) parent training vs.
regular care and (2) a two-case comparison of the low-intensity
BPT intervention and the high-intensity PMTO intervention.

Method

Participants

We used data from two randomized experiments evaluating
PMTO and BPT interventions. They were designed as pretest
(T1), posttest (T2; 8 weeks and 12 weeks after pretest for
BPT and PMTO, respectively) and follow-up (T3; 6 months
after post-test) parallel-group randomized trials with a 50:50
allocation ratio for the intervention and comparison groups.
This implies that children and their parents were randomized
to either one of the PMTO intervention groups or to the
comparison groups receiving the regular care offered in the
Norwegian health care system for children with behavior
problems. The participants were randomized after completing
the pretest questionnaire. Data collection occurred from 2007
to 2008 for BPT and from 2008 to 2009 for PMTO.
Importantly, the recruitment and data-collection procedures
were similar for both the BPT and PMTO groups. The par-
ticipating children and families came from all five Norwegian
health regions. The families had contacted the services
themselves or had been referred by a primary care agency
(e.g., child health clinics, child welfare agencies, schools or
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kindergartens). To mirror the regular referral procedures used
in Norwegian health care services at that time, no formal
screenings were used in this study. Thus, the inclusion of
children and their families was based on practitioners’ clinical
opinions after they had consulted with eligible parents. The
participants were the parents (or caretakers) of children
between the ages of 3 and 12 years.

Participant characteristics in the PMTO and BPT samples
have been examined in a study by Tømmeraas 2016. Both
samples overall contained participants that had lower eco-
nomic and social resources compared to the Norwegian
population of families with children. Regarding baseline
differences between the two samples, the participant char-
acteristics differed between the BPT and the PMTO sample.
The descriptive statistics and baseline differences between
the samples are described in Table 1. As Table 1 shows, the
PMTO participants were clearly different from the BPT
sample as they had more family risks and higher levels of
behavior problems. Finally, we examined baseline differ-
ences related to treatment conditions in the two samples in
terms of demographic and child behavior differences. In the
PMTO sample there were no significant baseline differences
between those receiving PMTO or the alternative of regular
care. In the BPT sample, one difference emerged. Parent in
the regular care group had on average higher education
levels compared to the BPT group, t(185)= 2.47, p= 0.1.

Procedure

Both BPT and PMTO are part of a comprehensive
evidence-based intervention program called TIBIR

(Norwegian acronym; Early Initiatives for Children at
Risk), which was developed to prevent and treat behavior
problems in children (Solholm et al. 2013). PMTO targets
children at moderate to high risk and is an intensive inter-
vention consisting of 12 weekly sessions of 2.5 h each. The
reduction of negative parenting and teaching and the
rehearsal of positive parenting skills are central to PMTO;
parents practice their parenting skills through role-play and
participate in discussions. PMTO focuses on the following
parenting skills: positive involvement, skill encouragement,
family problem solving, monitoring, and effective dis-
cipline, which includes mild contingent sanctioning through
ignoring and time-outs (or cool-downs). Moreover, much
emphasis is placed on parent emotional control to reduce
coercive interaction cycles between parents and children.

BPT is a low-intensity intervention that targets children
between low and moderate risk and consists of up to five 1-h
sessions. In these sessions, parents are taught only the most
exigent parenting practices, much less time is devoted to skill
rehearsal, and positive involvement and effective discipline
are emphasized. Important differences between the two
interventions are difference in dosage and comprehensiveness
and the fact that PMTO is a group therapy. Both BPT and
PMTO group and individual therapies have been tested in
randomized effectiveness trials and have been shown to be
more effective for reducing behavior problems than the
practices regularly used in the Norwegian health care system
for children with behavior problems (Kjøbli et al. 2013;
Kjøbli and Ogden 2012; Ogden and Hagen 2008).

Regular care consisted of the following approaches: 63
families (35%) received no treatment, 25 families received

Table 1 Descriptive statistics
(means, standard deviations) and
baseline group differences (chi-
square and t-tests)

PMTO BPT t p Contrasts

M (SD) M (SD)

Demographics

Household incomea 63,7 (43.5) 67,4 (41.0) 0.6 0.543 ns.

Parent educationb 2.2 (0.7) 2.4 (0.8) 3.1 0.002** PMTO< BPT

Parent age 37.4 (6.3) 35.3 (6.1) 3.1 0.002** PMTO> BPT

Cumulative risk 2.1 (1.6) 1.7 (1.8) 2.2 0.030** PMTO> BPT

Child characteristics

ECBIc 124.9 (27.9) 134.9 (31.2) 4.1 0.000*** PMTO> BPT

Child age 8.6 (2.4) 7.3 (2.3) 4.7 0.000*** PMTO> BPT

Dichotomized demographics Percent (%) Percent (%) Chi-square

Single parents 32.8% 31.9% ns.

Non-westernb 8% 6% ns.

Child gender 64% (boys) 68% (boys) ns.

N 137 216

a Household income in USD divided by 1000. b Non-Western immigrant
b Parent education level scale ranging from 1 (elementary school) to 4 (higher university degree)
c Eyberg Child Behavior Inventory—intensity scale (ECBI) 36 item version (raw scores)

***p< 0.001; **p< 0.01; *p< 0.05
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help from school-based psychological services, 21 families
received counseling from public health nurses, 22 families
received counseling from public social workers in Norway’s
welfare services, 2 families received behavioral counseling,
2 families received Marte Meo (Aarts 2000), and 4 families
received other treatments (Kjøbli et al. 2013; Kjøbli and
Ogden 2012). Overall, the regular care given to the com-
parison group varied in its content and intensity, and none
of the participants in this group received other evidence-
based treatments.

Measures

Children’s externalizing behavior problems were measured
with a 22-item version of the Eyberg Child Behavior
Intensity scale (ECBI). We used this abbreviated version of
the ECBI because previous studies have indicated that brief
versions of the ECBI have better psychometric properties
than the original scale (Hukkelberg et al. 2016). We created
a child behavior problem latent construct, ECBI, based on
three parcels of sum scores taken from the ECBI scale:
inattentive behavior, 4 items (“Easily gets distracted”, “Has
problems with concentration”); oppositional behavior, 10
items (“Does not follow rules without threat of punishment”,
“Argues about rules”); and conduct problems, 8 items
(“argues with similarly aged friends”, “destroys things”).
Because of sample power issues and to maintain accurate
identification, we used parcels in our measurement model,
which is considered a better alternative than using the
observed sum scores as outcomes (Rhemtulla 2016).

To measure the quantity of exposure to family risk, we
constructed a cumulative risk index combining nine dif-
ferent family social and economic resources with parental
health, as shown in Table 2. These resource indicators have
been previously acknowledged as risk factors for the
development of behavior problems and have been shown to
affect health care outcomes (Alegría et al. 2011; Kjeldsen
et al. 2014; Moffitt and Scott 2009; Narayanan and Nærde
2016; Piotrowska et al. 2015; Waldfogel et al. 2010; Zil-
berstein 2016). Our cumulative risk index had indicators
similar to those used in the Sameroff cumulative risk index
(Sameroff et al. 1987). Cumulative risk indexes are usually
calculated by summing the number of dichotomized risk
factors (Evans et al. 2013; Trentacosta et al. 2008). We
computed our cumulative risk index using the nine
dichotomized indicators shown in Table 2. Parents scored
an indicator as “1” if it was present and “0” if it was absent.
Cut-offs were based on previously established limits and/or
corresponded to previous cumulative risk research or
population-validated numbers (for mental health; Evans
et al. 2013; Reedtz et al. 2008; Trentacosta et al. 2008). The
cumulative risk indicator was based on parent-reported
information assessed before treatment.

The poverty measure, OECD poor, was based on the
OECD equivalence scale (Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development 2016); families with less than
50% of the median net income were coded as poor. Thus,
the different poor cut-offs were calculated as a function of
family constellation and the 2008 average population
median net income of approximately 27,500 USD. The low
education variable was a dichotomized variable derived
from a categorical education level variable counting; 1=
elementary school; 2= upper secondary school; 3 lower
university degree; and 4 higher university degree (>4
years). Parents that scored 1 on the education level variable
were coded as 1 in the low education cumulative risk
indicator. Parents’ mental health was measured with the
Symptom Checklist 5 (SCL-5), which measures anxiety and
depression. SCL-5 is a (very) short-form of the SCL-25
mental health index which is derived from the SCL-90
psychopathology rating scale (Derogatis 1992; Strand et al.
2003). In a Norwegian population-based sample, Strand
et al. (2003) found that the correlation between SCL-5 and
SCL-25 was 0.91. SCL-5 risk cut-offs used were based on
numbers validated and normed in a Norwegian study
(Tambs and Moum 1993). Cronbach’s alpha for the SCL-5
was 0.88. The variable measuring parents’ somatic status
was a one-item and non-validated scale ranging from 1
(“Excellent health status”) to 5 (“Very poor health status”).
Table 3 displays the bivariate correlations among the
cumulative risk indicators.

Risk seemed to cluster in our sample. Hence, being poor
was significantly correlated with all the other nine risk
factors, as shown in Table 3. Moreover, the cumulative risk
index was significantly correlated with higher baseline

Table 2 Cumulative risk indicators, definitions, and percentages
complying with sample criteria

Indicator: Description of criteria %

OECD poora OECD 50% of median income 25.8

Low education Did not finish upper secondary school 23.5

Unemployed Financial unemployment support 6.2

Non-Western
immigrant

From Eastern Europe or south of the
equator

6.8

Single parent One caregiver in the family 32.3

Young caregiver Parent ≤ 21 years of age 10.2

Caregiver ratio Ratio ≤ 0.5 adults per child 28.3

Somatic healthb Cut off at ≥3 18.1

Mental health Average score cut off ≥ 2 35.4

a Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
equivalence poverty scale
b One-item scale ranging from 1 (excellent health status) to 5 (poor
health status)
c Adjusted SCL-5 scores ranging between 1 and 5, a higher score
indicates more anxiety and mental distress
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levels of behavior problems (r= 0.17, p= 0.002), meaning
that children who were exposed to cumulative risk in their
families had, on average, higher levels of behavior problems
before treatment.

Data Analyses

Children were the unit of analysis in this study. Social
gradients in the outcomes of PMTO, namely, whether
cumulative risk moderates treatment effects, were examined
with autoregressive SEM analysis using Mplus 7 (Muthén
and Muthén 2012). We ran the models as intent-to-treat
analyses to examine intervention effects across treatment
conditions using the three time-points: T1, T2, and T3. The
outcomes in our models showed changes in the children’s
behavior problems from baseline levels. The SEM models
are displayed in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. The treatment variable
shows the treatment effects for families that scored 0 on the
cumulative risk variable, the cumulative risk variable dis-
plays the effects of exposure to cumulative risk for the
regular care group, and the interaction term cumulative risk
* treatment shows the treatment effects for the families who
were exposed to cumulative risk in the PMTO groups.

The measurement model, displayed in Figs. 1 and 2,
shows the standardized factor loadings and correlated error
terms for the three parcels constituting our latent outcome
variable (ECBI). The error terms in the three parcels were
correlated across the time points. These unanalyzed asso-
ciations represent shared sources of variability over and
above the latent factors. To investigate whether there were
any sample-specific differences due to differences in
cumulative risk and the intensity of treatment (i.e., dosage
and comprehensiveness), we ran auto-regressive multi-
group SEM models analyzing the BPT and the PMTO
interventions separately. We used several goodness-of-fit
indexes to evaluate our theoretical model fit: chi-square
statistics, the comparative fit index (CFI), the Tucker-Lewis
index (TLI), and the root-mean-square error of

approximation (RMSEA; see table and figure notes).
Moreover, we checked our data for potential outlier obser-
vations through a visual inspection of residual plots and
the estimation of a five percent trimmed mean in the out-
come variable. Neither of these procedures indicated that
the effects of outliers biased our results.

Additionally, we performed several sensitivity tests to
inspect functional forms in our data and to address potential
rival conclusions. We also included child age and gender
as covariates in our analyses and tested non-linear patterns
in our data. Moreover, we evaluated the family risk factors
in the cumulative risk index using independent-additive
models to investigate the unique effects of each cumulative
risk indicator. Finally, we partialled out the control
group families that received no treatment to determine
whether the cumulative risk comparison group estimates

Table 3 Bivariate correlations
between family factors and child
behavior problems

Variable: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1. OECD poora 1

2. Low education 0.25*** 1

3. Unemployed 0.22*** 0.13* 1

4. Non-Western 0.15** −0.04 0.07 1

5. Single parent 0.44*** 0.15** 0.17*** 0.05 1

6. Caregiver ratio 0.14** 0.26*** −0.01 0.06 0.11* 1

7. Young parent 0.41*** 0.17*** 0.18*** 0.01 0.60*** 0.02 1

8. Somatic health 0.16** 0.18*** 0.03 0.14* 0.13* 0.01 0.05 1

9. Mental health 0.20*** 0.13* 0.10 0.11* 0.07 0.04 0.09 0.34*** 1

a Organization for economic Co-operation and development (OECD) equivalence poverty scale

ECBI T1 ECBI T2 

Conduct 
Problems Inattention Opposition Conduct 

Problems
Inattention Opposition

Treatment 
Condition

Cumulative 
Risk

CR * Treat

0.14*** (0.04) -0.16** (0.05)

0.73 0.55 0.74 0.71 0.63 0.76

0.70***

-0.06 (0.31)

Fig. 1 Cumulative risk and child behavior change in PMTO inter-
ventions vs. regular care. Autoregressive SEM analysis, posttreatment
(T2) regressed on pretreatment behavior (T1). Note: Eyberg Child
Behavior Inventory—intensity scale (ECBI). Interaction variable
Cumulative Risk multiplied by Treatment Condition (CR * Treat).
Coefficients were standardized on Y (equals Cohen’s d), standard
error is displayed in parentheses. Model fit information: X2(df)= 27.0
(20), CFI= 0.99 TLI= 0.99 RMSEA= 0.06. ***p< 0.001; **p<
0.01; *p< 0.05
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were influenced by receiving active treatment or no
treatment.

There was little attrition in our sample. Of the 353 par-
ticipating families, 301 (85%) completed T2, and 275
(78%) completed T3. When comparing the attrition group
with the completers in each trial, few differences in intake
characteristics emerged (for more details see Kjøbli et al.
2013; Kjøbli and Ogden 2012). A missing data analysis,
Little’s MCAR test, indicated that the missing data were
missing completely at random. Thus, we modeled the data
using full-information maximum likelihood, which uses all
the available information from the observed data to handle
missing data (Wothke 2000).

Results

The post treatment effects (T2) for the pooled sample of
PMTO interventions are displayed in Fig. 1. The results
showed that the children in the PMTO group from families
with one additional cumulative risk generally experienced
more benefit from treatment; in T2, behavior problems were
reduced by an average of 16% of a standard deviation for
each accumulated risk (ß=−0.16, p< 0.01; results were
standardized on Y only). Conversely, for the regular care
group, scoring higher on cumulative risk was significantly
associated with lower treatment benefits; this group dis-
played increased levels of problem behavior in T2 (ß=
0.14, p= < 0.001). This implies that one additional
cumulative risk entailed an increase of 14% of a standard
deviation in children’s behavior problems in T2. In Fig. 2,

the pooled PMTO group results were not significantly
replicated at T3 (ß=−0.11, p= 0.06); however, the coef-
ficient had a considerable size in a similar direction as in T2.
For the regular care group, the T2 results were replicated at
T3, (ß= 0.104, p< 0.01). Overall, the model fit was within
an acceptable range for the fit indexes in all the estimated
models (Hu and Bentler 1999); see table notes. The factor
loadings from the parcels in all the SEM measurement
models were >0.50; see Figs. 1 and 2. Moreover, for the
Fig. 1 results, we computed the simple slopes and calculated
the regions of significance; see Fig. 3 (Preacher et al. 2006).
Differences between the groups were significant for
cumulative risk scores above 0.9, meaning that group dif-
ferences between those who received parent training and
those who received regular care were significant for families
with one or more risks.

Next, we examined whether there were sample-specific
differences in the associations between cumulative risk and
changes in behavior problems and whether the treatment
effects differed for the families with cumulative risks
according to treatment intensity. The path coefficients
revealed such differences; see Table 4. The PMTO inter-
vention seemed to be particularly effective for children from
families with cumulative risks at both T2 (ß=−0.33, p=
< 0.001) and T3 (ß=−0.30, p= < 0.001). The low-
intensity BPT intervention results did not reveal any sig-
nificant changes in the treatment effects for the families
with cumulative risk. In both samples, the children who
received regular care experienced significant increases in
behavior problems at all time points; see Table 4. We
computed the region of significance for the path T1 → T2 in
the PMTO sample. We found that group difference between
the PMTO group and comparison group was significant for
cumulative risk scores of 1.7 and higher (Fig. 4; Preacher
et al. 2006).

Additionally, we performed several sensitivity tests to
gauge the robustness of our conclusions. First, we examined

ECBI T1 ECBI T3 

Conduct 
Problems Inattention Opposition Conduct 

Problems Inattention Opposition

Treatment 
Condition

Cumulative 
Risk

CR * Treat

0.10** (0.04) -0.11† (0.06)

0.73 0.56 0.74 0.73 0.57 0.73

0.72***

-0.20 (0.14)

Fig. 2 Cumulative risk and child behavior change in PMTO inter-
ventions vs. regular care. Autoregressive SEM analysis, follow-up
(T3) regressed on pretreatment behavior (T1). Note: Eyberg Child
Behavior Inventory—intensity scale (ECBI). Interaction variable
Cumulative Risk multiplied by Treatment Condition (CR * Treat).
Coefficients were standardized on Y (equals Cohen’s d); standard
errors are displayed in parentheses. Model fit information: X2(df)=
36.3 (20), CFI= 0.98 TLI= 0.97 RMSEA= 0.05. ***p< 0.001; ** p
< 0.01; *p< 0.05; †= 0.059
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whether there were non-linear patterns in the cumulative
risk associations with changes in behavior problems. We
tested both a cubic parameterization of cumulative risk and
threshold effects for families with between 2 and 5 cumu-
lative risks. No threshold or non-linear patterns were sig-
nificantly different from 0 (results available upon request).
Moreover, we tested whether cumulative risk had unequal
effects according to the child’s gender and age. Both vari-
ables were entered into the analysis as covariates and into a
three-way interaction term with treatment and cumulative
risk (results available upon request). No significant effects
of gender or age emerged. Furthermore, we tested the nine
cumulative risk factors singularly in independent-additive
models to test for unique predictive validity. We found that
no significant results emerged from these analyses. Finally,
35% of our control group cases received no treatment. We
suspected that these children and families biased our esti-
mates, and we ran additional analyses without these 63
families. The results were similar to those of the original
models in terms of both the coefficient sizes and sig-
nificance levels, and the full sample was thus included in
our final analysis.

Discussion

In this study, we extended the literature on health care
inequality in behavior problem interventions by examining
the relationships between family cumulative risk and

treatment outcomes in evidence-based parent training and
regular care. We also examined cumulative risk associations
in a case comparison between low-intensity and high-
intensity PMTO. First, we found that exposure to cumula-
tive risk differentially moderated the treatment effects of
PMTO interventions and regular care, as reflected by the
opposite social gradients of the changes in the children’s
behavior problems. The children who received PMTO
interventions and were exposed to one or more cumulative
risks experienced compensatory effects, meaning that the
children from families with low amounts of resources
experienced greater reductions in their behavior problems
than the children from high-resource families. Conversely,
the regular care group exposed to equal levels of risk
experienced more behavior problems over time, indicating
that the children from low-resource families had poorer
treatment outcomes with regular care than the children from
high-resource families. Second, we found that the families
with cumulative risk benefitted differently according to the
intensity of the PMTO treatments; the children who were
exposed to cumulative risks experienced vast improvement
with high-intensity PMTO. Thus, cumulative risk produced
social gradients in treatment effects according to both the
treatment conditions and the treatment intensity.

The effects of cumulative risk seem to be linear, and we
conclude that it is the sheer number of risk factors that
changes the treatment effects rather than differences in
treatment effects below and above a certain threshold.
Previous research regarding cumulative risk and the effects
of parent training is both limited and inconsistent (Liaw and
Brooks-Gunn 1994; Stolk et al. 2008). In this sample of at-
risk children, our results revealed opposite social gradients,
indicating that children from families with cumulative risk
were highly receptive to the type of care provided by the
Norwegian health care system.

Table 4 Autoregressive multi-group SEM analysis displaying
separate path coefficients for the BPT and the PMTO samples

Parameter BPT PMTO

ß SE ß SE

Model 1a: ECBI T2

ECBI T1 0.69*** 0.05 0.69*** 0.07

Treatment −0.22 0.16 0.26 0.24

Cumulative risk 0.12** 0.04 0.19** 0.07

Treat * CR 0.08ns 0.07 −0.33*** 0.09

Model2b: ECBI T3

ECBI T1 0.72*** 0.05 0.68*** 0.07

Treatment −0.29 0.16 −0.03 0.25

Cumulative Risk 0.08 0.04 0.18* 0.08

Treat * CR 0.00 0.07 −0.30** 0.10

Eyberg Child Behavior Inventory—intensity scale (ECBI). Interaction
variable Cumulative Risk multiplied by Treatment Condition (CR *
Treat). a Model 1 ECBI T2 regressed on T1, model fit information:
X2(df)= 55.9 (48), CFI= 0.99 TLI= 0.99 RMSEA= 0.05
b Model 2 ECBI T3 regressed on T1, model fit information: X2(df)=
59.0 (48), CFI= 0.99 TLI= 0.98 RMSEA= 0.04

Coefficients were standardized on Y (equals Cohen’s d)

***p< 0.001; **p< 0.01; *p< 0.05
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The finding of opposite social gradients for the treatment
effects, related to the PMTO interventions and regular care,
implies that type of treatment may either create or reduce
health care inequality among low-resource families receiv-
ing help for their child’s behavior problem. Hence, there
seem to be different mechanisms related to changes in
health care outcomes for those who receive parent training
and those who receive regular care. Unfortunately, we have
limited knowledge about the contents of regular care.
However, we know that the differences between PMTO
interventions and regular care are rooted in the differences
between structured, curriculum-grounded, evidence-based
parent training and the more unstructured parent counseling
provided in regular care. Hence, the mechanisms related to
inequality in regular mental health care and parent training
interventions, such as network mechanisms, sociocultural
mechanisms and practical mechanisms (Alegría et al. 2011;
Spencer and Grace 2016; Zilberstein 2016), applied more to
the regular care group in our study. It might be that these
mechanisms come into play more when the mode of treat-
ment is less structured and does not explicitly target par-
enting style. Moreover, this could indicate that there was
more room for high-resource parents to influence treatment
content—and thus their children’s outcomes—under the less
structured health care conditions.

Conversely, the compensatory effects of PMTO inter-
ventions for low-resource families indicate that other ben-
eficial mechanisms were operating within these structured
treatment conditions. It might be that the children from low-
resource families were more exposed to disrupted parenting
practices and that systematic parent training was more
adapted to their pre-intervention skills and family climate.
Moreover, separate analysis of our preventive BPT and
high-risk PMTO samples revealed that the compensatory
effects were more prominent under the latter treatment
condition. In the BPT sample, the families with both low
and high cumulative risk experienced positive changes in
their children, whereas in the more intensive PMTO treat-
ment group, the families with high cumulative risk experi-
enced a vast improvement. The reduction in their children’s
behavior problem levels had the effect size of approxi-
mately 30% of a standard deviation change per level
increase in cumulative risk, which underpins this argument.
It seems that providing more intensive treatment to the more
troubled families exaggerates the compensatory effect
mechanisms. Thus, there is probably interplay between
compensatory mechanisms, such as parent’s pre-
intervention parenting skills, the etiology of child beha-
vior problems, and readiness for change, that produces
favorable outcomes for the families with cumulative risk in
the PMTO treatment. However, more research is needed to
reveal the mediational relationships behind these compen-
satory patterns.

Behavior problems in childhood contribute to social
gradients in child well-being, but behavior problems are
also partly the products of social disparities. Low-resource
backgrounds have been found to increase the risk that a
child will experience behavior problems (Piotrowska et al.
2015), and behavior problems themselves have negative
long-term developmental impacts, as children are exposed
to multiple threats to their well-being later in life (Moffitt
et al. 2002). From a mental health care perspective, this
underscores the need to provide effective care for this vul-
nerable group of children and their families. If we fail to do
this, mental health care interventions aimed at behavior
problems will certainly produce health care inequality and
exacerbate existing health inequality (and ultimately social
inequality) among low-resource populations. The opposing
social gradients we found in care for behavior problems
support this argument; the type of treatment provided can
either produce or reduce health care inequality.

The steady negative development displayed by children
from low-resource backgrounds in the regular care group is
thus consistent with the theory of family resources as a
“fundamental cause” structuring flexible assets when coping
with children with behavior problems (Link and Phelan
1995; Muntaner et al. 2013). This negative development is
also consistent with behavior problems risk theory, which
postulates that social risk, in the form of family resources,
intensifies the development of behavior problems (Mazza
et al. 2016). When helping children at risk for such negative
development, evidence-based parent training interventions
seem to be an efficient strategy for counteracting health care
inequality and the lack of family resources as a “funda-
mental cause” and thus for effectively preventing and
altering negative developmental trajectories for children
from low-resource backgrounds. It has been postulated that
evidence-based treatments can promote equality in care
(Cochrane 2004; Kristiansen and Mooney 2004). Regarding
the outcomes of treatment, our results support this
postulation.

Limitations

In this study, we had the advantage of using experimental
data gathered in the Norwegian regular care system for
children with behavior problems. However, several limita-
tions should be considered. Admittedly, combining risk
factors into a cumulative risk index will, to some extent,
obscure the etiology of social risk. We also applied an equal
weights assumption when we pooled the dichotomized risk
factors, and we combined risk factors from different
domains, such as family demographics and parental health.
However, we can offer insights into how different amounts
of risk exposure affect health care outcomes for children
with behavior problems. The predictive validity of our
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cumulative risk index supports this notion. Moreover,
although we adhered to previously established cut-offs in
cumulative risk research, one may still argue that the pro-
cess of dichotomization inflicts arbitrary limits on risk
factors. Nevertheless, evidence is very limited regarding
cumulative risks and the outcomes of care for behavior
problems. Thus, the effects of cumulative risk must be
replicated in other samples and contexts. Moreover, the
RCT design evaluating treatment intervention packages,
such as PMTO, did not allow us to address which treatment
components that produced the compensatory effects of
PMTO (Collins 2014). Other approaches, such as factorial
designs, might be more appropriate for elaborating further
on the change mechanisms related to cumulative risk that is
at work in parent training.
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Abstract In the present study, the scaling up of Parent

Management Training, Oregon Model (PMTO) in Norway

was examined by investigating how large-scale dissemi-

nation affected the composition of the target group and the

service providers by comparing child behavioral outcomes

in the effectiveness and dissemination phases of imple-

mentation. Despite the larger heterogeneity of the service

providers and the intake characteristics of the target group,

which are contrary to the expectations that were derived

from the literature, no attenuation of program effects was

detected when scaling up PMTO. In Norway, a long-term-

funded centralized center, combined with an active

implementation strategy, seems to have affected the quality

of PMTO delivered system-wide in services for children

with behavior problems.

Keywords Implementation � Large-scale dissemination �
Testing evidence-based interventions

Introduction

Recently, many family-focused prevention and treatment

programs have been scaled up and introduced in new set-

tings. However, many of these programs have a limited

impact because the implementation quality is lacking or it

is not sustained over time (I.O.M, 2014). Moreover,

research regarding programs that are disseminated on a

large scale is limited (Elliott and Mihalic 2004; McHugh

and Barlow 2010; Ogden and Fixsen 2014; Ogden et al.

2005). A substantial number of parenting programs have

been tested in efficacy or effectiveness studies, but the

outcomes of large-scale dissemination have rarely been

studied systematically. However, it is a widely-held view

that the positive effects of evidence-based parenting pro-

grams attenuate when they are scaled up from the effec-

tiveness phase to the broader dissemination phase (Dodge

2001; Kellam and Langevin 2003; Welsh et al. 2010). In

going to scale, effective programs are assigned scale-up

penalties due to challenges in the implementation process

(Welsh et al. 2010), although this assumption has rarely

been empirically tested. In the present study, we concep-

tualized the scale-up penalty as a reduction of behavioral

changes in large-scale dissemination, and we examined

potential scale-up penalties when PMTO was scaled up in

Norway.

Previous Research

When a program reaches the phase of large-scale dissem-

ination, the implementation process increases in complex-

ity (Dodge 2001; Kellam and Langevin 2003). Welsh et al.

(2010) pinpoint these challenges: ‘‘With the program

expanded beyond its tightly controlled environs and no

longer under the immediate control of its chief architects

and well trained clinical staff, how can critical imple-

mentation and process issues that underlie the program‘s

successful delivery be maintained?’’ The concept of the

scale-up penalty has been used to describe decreases in

program effects when programs move from the effective-

ness phase to the large-scale dissemination phase (Welsh

et al. 2010). Across three cost-benefit studies, parent-
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training programs were found to be beneficial even if they

were assigned scale-up-penalties (Aos et al. 2001; Dono-

hue and Siegleman 1998; Greenwood 1998). Greenwood

(1998) assigned a scale-up-penalty of 40 % to a PMTO

program, which is the program of focus in this study. Based

on the three studies, Welsh et al. (2010) expected an

attenuation of effects to occur, and they reported how

scale-up penalties in parent-training programs ranged from

a low of 25 % and a high of 50 %.

Many of the challenges in sustaining the program effects

in large-scale dissemination are related to the barriers or

obstacles that are described in the implementation literature

(Ogden and Fixsen 2014). These moderators of program

effects in large-scale dissemination may be categorized as

(1) implementation factors, (2) the heterogeneity of service

providers, and (3) the heterogeneity in target populations.

First, the challenges regarding implementation factors may

be related to the entire range of implementation drivers in

the framework set forth by Fixsen et al (2005), such as an

insufficient service infrastructure, insufficient training or

supervision, a lack of technical support, and generally poor

implementation (Dodge 2001; Elliott and Mihalic 2004;

Kellam and Langevin 2003; Lipsey 2009; Mihalic and

Irwin 2003). For instance, there may be insufficient com-

munity resources that are needed to fund the large-scale

training, supervision and other expenditures that are related

to sustained, system-wide implementation (Welsh et al.

2010). Furthermore, modifications due to demands for the

local adaptation of programs may lead to a loss of treat-

ment fidelity and hence to the attenuation of program

effects (Elliott and Mihalic 2004; Ogden and Fixsen 2014).

Second, the increased heterogeneity of program or service

providers may affect the level of treatment integrity and

treatment outcomes; this includes more diverse background

training, motivation, clinical skills and experience among

the practitioners, along with variations in the time that is

set aside to practice the program (Forgatch et al. 2013;

Kellam and Langevin 2003; Mihalic and Irwin 2003;

Welsh et al. 2010). Other challenges to service provider

systems may be the need for competent leadership by

administrators who buy into the program, the management

of staff turnover, and the securing of funding and organi-

zational support (Elliott and Mihalic 2004; Welsh et al.

2010). Third, increased heterogeneity in target populations

may be related to moving from homogenous populations in

the efficacy and effectiveness phases to more heteroge-

neous target populations with less problem behavior to

treat in the large-scale dissemination phase (Bonta and

Andrews 2007; Dodge 2001; Kellam and Langevin 2003).

There may be greater variations in the motivation of

families, more comorbidity, and increased rates of non-

consenting parents who do not show up for or who drop out

of treatment (Welsh et al. 2010).

Based on the literature review, it seems relevant to

hypothesize a scale-up penalty as a function of challenges

from these three categorized levels’ interactions with the

local context. However, these relationships have rarely

been empirically tested. Therefore, we wanted to empiri-

cally test whether there was a scale-up penalty in the

process of implementing PMTO in Norway.

PMTO and Norwegian Research Findings

PMTO is a curriculum based parent-training intervention

that is anchored in Patterson and colleagues’ social inter-

action learning theory and draws on ecological and trans-

actional principles (Dishion and Patterson 2006; Forgatch

and Patterson 2010). It provides prevention and treatment

for families and children with externalizing behavior

problems (Forgatch and Patterson 2010). The aim of this

parent-training intervention is to promote effective par-

enting skills to reduce and prevent the further escalation of

child problem behavior. The central aims of PMTO are to

target coercive transactional communication processes in

the family and to teach and practice the parenting skills;

positive involvement, effective discipline, problem solving,

skill encouragement, and monitoring. Furthermore, in

PMTO there is an emphasis on individual adaptation of

session contents and progression, typically provided over

25 one-hour sessions.

In Norway, PMTO has been tested in two RCTs, both of

which revealed more positive outcomes for PMTO than for

usual treatment in the Norwegian services system (Kjøbli

et al. 2013) Moreover, sustaining program fidelity is one of

the acknowledged challenges in the process of scaling-up

programs. Forgatch and DeGarmo (2011) investigated

PMTO fidelity in terms of adherence to program factors

across three generations of therapists (G1, G2, and G3),

which correspond to the therapists in the present study.

Their study showed a small drop in fidelity from G1 to G2,

but the G3 therapists maintained the same high levels of

fidelity as the G1 therapists. The participants in the studies

that were reported by Ogden and Hagen (2008) and For-

gatch and DeGarmo (2011) were included in the present

study to compare changes in child problem behavior fol-

lowing PMTO across effectiveness and large-scale dis-

semination conditions.

Implementation of PMTO in Norway

Sociopolitically, the Norwegian implementation of PMTO

was put forward in a social democratic welfare state that

offers free public health care to all citizens. There are three

separate service systems for youth with behavior problems:

the child mental health service system (e.g., psychiatric or

specialist services), the child welfare system, and the
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school system, which includes educational and psycho-

logical counseling services. Candidates for PMTO training

were recruited from all three service systems. Hereafter,

when we refer to the child welfare system, we include

educational and psychological counseling services in this

category.

As part of the implementation plan that was introduced

by the Ministry of Child and Family Affairs, representa-

tives of all 19 county health directors in Norway were

invited by the government to participate in the testing and

the subsequent implementation of PMTO. All county

municipalities accepted and decided to take part in the

nationwide implementation project (Ogden et al. 2009).

The implementation plan for PMTO was designed corre-

sponding to what Fixsen and others have described as an

active implementation approach (Fixsen et al. 2009; Fixsen

et al. 2005) This framework underlines the importance of

describing (1) the intervention (e.g., handbooks that

describe treatment principles and procedures), (2) how the

intervention is supported in practice (e.g., recruitment,

leadership, training, supervision, fidelity assessment), and

(3) who implements the program (individuals or teams of

purveyors; Ogden and Fixsen 2014). Consequently, great

effort was invested in the establishment of a comprehen-

sive infrastructure to support the PMTO implementation

(Ogden et al. 2005). Following a five-year project phase at

the University of Oslo, a non-commercial, self-sustained

national center for implementation and research was

established on a more permanent basis: the Norwegian

Center for Child Behavioral Development (NCCBD). The

center is fully owned by the University of Oslo but is

funded by several Norwegian Ministries, particularly the

Ministry of Child and Family Affairs and the Ministry of

Health. The aim of the center is to establish an imple-

mentation infrastructure for several evidence-based pro-

grams and to recruit candidates for PMTO training, which

is relevant to this study. NCCBD employees further orga-

nized and supported the PMTO implementation.

Central to the implementation infrastructure was the

establishment of a National Implementation Team (NIT),

which was recruited from the first group of trainees in

Norway and is often referred to as generation one (G1). G1

essentially had a background in specialist psychiatric ser-

vices, and G1 was trained by PMTO founders Dr. Marion

Forgatch and her colleagues at the Oregon Social Learning

Center. Together with NCCBD employees, some of the

therapists in G1 became members of NIT, training and

supervising subsequent generations of PMTO therapists

(e.g., G2 and G3). The NIT conducted numerous imple-

mentation support activities. PMTO-candidates had to

undergo an 18-month training period to become a therapist.

Regional groups of four candidates met one workday every

second week throughout the 18-month period. Moreover,

after becoming a PMTO therapist, onsite coaching and

supervision were performed in regional groups with up to

eight therapists, where therapists shared experiences and

polished clinical skills (Ogden et al. 2005). PMTO thera-

pists were obliged to attend 85 % of the supervising groups

to attain or retain certification. There was regular moni-

toring of fidelity, and therapists had to provide between two

and eight videotaped therapy sessions each year to main-

tain certification as PMTO therapists. The therapists’ local

agencies had to agree to provide resources, such as money,

and time to engage in training and quality assurance

activities. Together with the provision of technical support,

the activities mentioned serve as examples of the central

quality assurance implementation support tasks that were

performed by the NIT. Importantly, by offering continuous

training in PMTO, the NCCBD staff prevented the negative

effects of turnover among therapists and local agency

leaders. Thus, an important part of this study involves the

service providers, i.e., the generations of therapists in the

Norwegian dissemination. In this study, the first three

generations of PMTO therapists represented the service

providers in the transition of PMTO from regional spe-

cialist services to generalists in the municipal welfare

system. Following the county health directors’ consent to

participate in PMTO-implementation, therapists were

recruited through their local leaders and agencies

throughout Norway. Motivated candidates signed up for

PMTO-training voluntarily. Thus, all three generations of

therapists who delivered cases in this study were likely to

be highly motivated to practice PMTO. Today, there are six

generations of PMTO therapists in Norway.

Regarding the challenges of large-scale dissemination

and the conceptualized implementation factors, the

NCCBD and the NIT team comprised the service infras-

tructure that supported the implementation process (e.g.,

recruitment, training, recertification, and supervision) from

effectiveness to large-scale dissemination. Therefore,

implementation factors were more or less a constant in our

study.

Aims

In the present study, we aimed to investigate the potential

scale-up penalties in the implementation of PMTO by

focusing on child behavioral change across two phases of

implementation, the effectiveness phase and the large-scale

dissemination phase. In this evaluation of the dissemination

of PMTO, we relate the primary outcome of child behavior

to scale-up penalties to participants’ benefiting less from

PMTO that is delivered in the large-scale dissemination

phase than in the initial effectiveness phase. In that vein,

we define the scale-up penalty as the reduction in child

behavioral change when children and families are treated in
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the dissemination phase of implementation. When we

speak of child behavioral change, we refer to a reduced

amount of positive change regarding externalizing, inter-

nalizing, and social behavior problems. Similarly, when we

speak of the attenuation of program effects, we refer to the

decline of child behavioral change across phases of

implementation (not to be confused with the reduction of

long-term or follow-up effects in individuals). First, we

ask: Is there a scale-up penalty in the Norwegian large-

scale dissemination of PMTO?

Although our main objective was to study scale-up

penalties, we additionally focused on how the composition

of the service providers, or practitioners, and the target

group were affected by the dissemination process. In our

review of the challenges in large-scale dissemination, we

have reported on how programs that are taken to scale often

face increasing challenges regarding larger heterogeneity

both in the target group and among the service providers.

Therefore, we aimed to investigate the composition of the

participant group and service providers in the large-scale

dissemination of PMTO in Norway. Secondly, we ask:

How is the composition of the target group and the service

providers affected by the scale-up process?

Moreover, partly due to changes that were found in the

composition of the two groups, we wanted to examine rival

hypotheses in our results. We therefore included additional

analyses in our results section, including analysis in which

we matched the target groups and regrouped the service

providers.

Method

Participating PMTO Therapists

The data that were used in the present study were collected

in two interconnected studies, the effectiveness study and

the dissemination study. The PMTO therapists were

recruited from three generations of therapists who work at

different levels of the Norwegian service system. In Nor-

way, there are three separate service systems for children

and youth with behavior problems: the child mental health

service system (e.g., psychiatric or specialist services), the

child welfare system, and the school system, which

includes educational and psychological counseling ser-

vices. Candidates for PMTO training were recruited from

all three of the service systems. Hereafter, when we refer to

the child welfare system, we include educational and

psychological counseling services in this category. Parallel

to the effectiveness study, the dissemination study was

initiated to study the implementation process when

implementing PMTO nationwide in Norway. The latter

study was sponsored by the US National Institute of Drug

Abuse. NCCBD and program developers from OSLC

organized a meeting to recruit all three generations of

PMTO therapists to deliver cases to the dissemination

study, wherein open invitations to partake in the study were

sent to all Norwegian PMTO therapists. Most of the ther-

apists agreed to participate; however, not all of them

delivered cases to the study, see Table 1. The effectiveness

and the scale-up phases partly overlapped, and a relevant

issue is how the two phases differed from one another. We

aim to show the differences first by focusing on how the

three generations of PMTO therapists differed and second

by describing differences in how the three generations

supplied cases in the two phases of implementation.

First, the differences between the three generations of

practitioners are summed up in Table 1. Table 1 displays a

shift in the therapists’ background training from G1 to the

subsequent cohorts, G2 and G3. In category 1, PMTO

therapists had a minimum of six years of training in psy-

chology, psychiatry or education in addition to extended

relevant clinical practice. In category 2, therapists had a

three-year college education primarily in child welfare,

social work, teaching or nursing. In G1, 70 % of the can-

didates had category 1 levels of background training.

Regarding G2 and G3 therapists, the percentages of cate-

gory 1 level were markedly lower at 27 and 19 %,

respectively. This change in educational background was

an intended aspect of the implementation plan to transition

PMTO from mental health specialist services to generalists

in the child welfare services. Furthermore, Table 1 displays

how G1 therapists were largely recruited from specialist

services (71 %), and it also shows that G2 therapists were

recruited evenly from specialists and welfare services. G3

therapists were almost exclusively recruited from general-

ist welfare services (94 %).

Second, the three generations of therapists supplied an

unequal proportion of cases (children and families) to the

EG and DG, see Table 1. Of the EG cases, 73 % were

delivered by G1 therapists, whereas the remaining cases

came from G2. The DG largely consisted of cases that were

treated by G3 (33 %) and G2 (58 %), and only 9 % were

supplied by G1. Furthermore, the PMTO therapists in the

DG were scattered across all of the Norwegian health

regions, and they were situated essentially in all of the

service level organizations that were intended to deliver

PMTO in Norway (9; see Table 1). The 263 cases in the

DG were extracted from these 9 organizations and do not

represent all of the cases that received PMTO during the

data collection period. Of the 187 educated therapists in the

data collection period, 134 (72 %) delivered cases to this

study, see Table 1. In 2014, approximately 2500 families

received PMTO in Norway, and a total of approximately

10,000 children and families had received PMTO through

these services from its beginning to 2014. Moreover, the
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therapist ratio was low in both groups, 1.8 in the EG and

2.2 in the DG.

To summarize, the initial plan was to first roll out

PMTO in the mental health specialist services and then to

therapists in the primary welfare services. Thus, the DG

contained therapists from multiple service institutions and

across all service levels who were intended to deliver

PMTO. Furthermore, the DG therapists had more diverse

background training than the EG therapists. Therefore,

differences between the DG and the EG, and thereby dif-

ferences in the phases of implementation, were marked by

disparities in the workplace and the background training of

the three generations of therapists and by their differenti-

ated delivery of cases to the EG and the DG. Regarding our

second hypothesis that concerns the composition of the

service providers and the conceptualized challenges in

large-scale dissemination, the DG is clearly hallmarked by

an increasing heterogeneity among the PMTO service

providers.

Inclusion Criteria and Recruitment of Families

The participants in this combined study were 322 children

and their parents, out of whom 263 families belonged to the

DG and 59 belonged to the EG. The data collection period

was from approximately 2001–2005 for the EG and from

2003 to 2005 for the DG. The children and families who

were enrolled in both studies were recruited through the

PMTO therapists’ regular services. The EG children were

mostly recruited in the county specialist services, and thus,

they were mostly children who were referred from primary

municipal welfare services. The children and families in the

DG were essentially recruited in the municipal welfare

services, see Table 1. Prior to the inclusion of families in the

studies, a screening was performed based on clinical opinion

in accordance with the regular procedures that were used in

the agencies (Kjøbli and Ogden 2009; Ogden and Hagen

2008). In contrast to the more formal screening that was

grounded in diagnostic criteria, clinical opinions were based

on therapists’ judgements after consulting with the parents

of children with various externalizing behavior problems

(e.g., conduct problems, disruptive behavior, antisocial

behavior, and oppositional behavior). Thus, the participants

who were included into the two studies were recruited from

the pool of clients in the 134 PMTO therapists’ regular

practices, and the recruitment process matched the inclusion

procedures that were routinely used in PMTO treatment in

Norwegian services. Importantly, children were included in

the studies before pre-assessment, and both pre- and post-

assessment were administered to the families by a local

therapist. However, there was one important difference in

the recruitment process. In the EG, the participants had to

accept the possibility that they could be randomly assigned

to PMTO or to the usual treatment. Thus, the control group

in the effectiveness study was not included in the present

study. In the DG, all of the participants knew they would be

assigned to PMTO. The eligible families were informed

about the study, invited to participate, and accepted by

signing a written informed consent.

Measures

The effectiveness and dissemination studies had identical

measures, which allowed for direct comparisons of child

behavioral change. The measures of child behavior had

previously been translated and used in Norwegian studies,

and both parents and teachers performed assessments.

The child behavior checklist (CBCL) and Teacher Report

Form (TRF) are widely used instruments for assessing

children’s adjustment and behavior (Achenbach 1991). Both

instruments have been standardized and validated for Nor-

wegian studies (Nøvik 1999; Ogden and Hagen 2008). Both

Table 1 Descriptive statistics of PMTO therapists and phases of implementation

Education level Workplace Therapists

(total T.)a
Effect

group

Dissemination

group

FIMPb

Category 1 Category 2 Psychiatric

services

Child welfare

Generation 1 70 % (18) 30 % (7) 80 % (20) 20 % (5) 25 (34) 73 % 9 % 6.94

Generation 2 27 % (15) 73 % (42) 53 % (30) 47 % (27) 57 (84) 27 % 58 % 6.34

Generation 3 19 % (10) 81 % (42) 8 % (4) 92 % (48) 52 (69) 0 % 33 % 6.94

Therapist ratio 1.8 2.2

Organizationsc 2 9

Category 1 education level: a minimum of 6 years of higher education matching a degree as a clinical psychologist. Category 2 education level: a

minimum of 3 years of higher education matching a degree in social work or teaching
a Total of number of therapists by each generation
b FIMP is a PMTO fidelity measure, numbers taken from Forgatch and DeGarmo (2011)
c Number of overarching service organizations where therapists worked (not to be confused with total number of institutions)
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externalizing and internalizing problem behavior scales

were used in this study. The tests are comprised of 3-point

Likert-scale items to which the respondents answered ‘‘0’’

(never/seldom true of the child), ‘‘1’’ (sometimes or some-

what true), or ‘‘2’’ (often or always true). A higher score

indicates more problem behavior.

The social skills rating system (SSRS; Gresham and Elliott

1990) is a multi-rater instrument that assesses social skills in

children. The parent and teacher versions were used, and both

versions were previously found to be reliable and valid for

Norwegian studies. The original 3-point Likert scale was

modified to a 4-point version (Ogden 2003). The SSRS parent

scale has 38 items, and the SSRS teacher scale has 30 items. A

higher score indicates higher social competence.

Overall, the internal consistencies (Cronbach’s alphas)

for all of the child behavior instruments ranged from .86 to

.96 and were all within an acceptable range.

Children’s age and gender, parents’ demographic back-

ground factors, and organizational levels were used as

covariates in the analytic models. To measure family eco-

nomic resources and to compare them with population

statistics, an income-to-poverty ratio (OECD poor) was

computed based on the OECD equivalent measure. Con-

gruent with the OECD measure, a conservative poor cut-off

was computed as 50 % of the median net income. Parental

education was computed in 6 categories, (1) 7-year ele-

mentary, (2) junior high school, (3) high school vocational

(\11 years), 4) high school general sciences (\ 11 years),

5) college and some university courses, and 6) university

degree or professional college. Non-Western ethnicity was

computed as a dichotomized variable between non-Western

immigrants (which includes Eastern Europeans, Asians, and

people south of the equator) and other participants. Single

parents were computed as a dichotomized variable. Parental

mental distress (anxiety and depression) was measured with

the Symptom Check List 5 (SCL-5; e.g., ‘‘feeling fearful’’).

The SCL-5 is a short form of the SCL-25 that measures

anxiety and depression and that had previously been vali-

dated and normed in a Norwegian study (Tambs and Moum

1993). The Cronbach’s alpha was .88 for the SCL-5. In

addition, parent agewas used as a covariate. Organizational

level was measured with a dichotomous variable where

municipal child welfare was coded 0, and county specialist

services were coded 1. Moreover, parent age was also

included as a covariate in the main analyses.

Analytic Procedures

Missing Data and Outliers

Missing data were inspected, and a missing value analysis

was performed using SPSS version 22. The outcome

variables were investigated for missing completely at ran-

dom test (MCAR). Tests showed that the outcome data

missing were MCAR, and a single imputation method

based on an expectation maximization procedure (EM) was

performed. EM is an imputation method that is based on an

iterative procedure to fit the most unbiased values

(Tabachnick and Fidell 2001). Imputation was performed

on missing items only, thereby leaving out cases in which

the entire instruments were missing. Therefore, children

with missing values on all post-outcome variables were not

a part of the analysis. Additionally, we also performed a

multiple imputation (MI) procedure on the dataset and ran

outcome analyses in regression models to test the robust-

ness of our results without missing values, see results

section. Unfortunately, SPSS does not support multiple

imputation and multiple analysis of covariance (MAN-

COVA), which were used in our main analysis. Therefore,

we kept to the original analytic procedure, see the next

section.

Outliers were identified and inspected to ensure that

these values were within the range of scores that were

defined by the minimum and maximum values of the

scales. The 5 % trimmed mean was compared to the

original mean. In all of the cases, the differences were

marginal, which indicates that the outliers had little effect

on the original means. Therefore, the outliers were not

modified.

All of the scales were examined in terms of normal

distribution and were found to be within an accept-

able range of skewness and kurtosis (?/-2; (Frankfort-

Nachmias and Nachmias 1996). Consequently, no trans-

formations of variables were performed.

Analyses of Children’s Behavioral Change

Children’s behavioral change and group differences were

investigated in a pre-post design using a within-subject

factorial MANCOVA. Two MANCOVA models that

contained parent- and teacher-reported outcomes were run

using composite variables that were both empirically and

conceptually related. All of the variables within each

composite were significantly correlated, ranging from .197

to 420 and .312 to .504, for parent-reported and teacher-

reported outcomes, respectively. The parent-reported

composite outcomes consisted of the CBCL externalizing

and internalizing problem scales and the SSRS parent

scale. The teacher-reported composite variable contained

the TRF externalizing and internalizing scales and the

SSRS teacher scale. MANCOVA models were run with

composite measures of the main outcome to reduce the

probability of type 1 errors. However, to further explore

group differences, significant post hoc analyses (simple

contrasts) are displayed in the text. MANCOVA models
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were run using the SPSS multivariate general linear mod-

eling procedure. Due to unequal sample sizes, type 1 sums

of squares were used in the MANCOVA analyses

(Tabachnick and Fidell 2001). Furthermore, due to possible

problems of bias in an unbalanced design, a nonequivalent

group analysis was performed in MANCOVA models.

Separate pre-score measurement errors and Cronbach’s

alphas were adjusted in both the EG and in the large-scale

DG by computing new adjusted pre-scores (Trochim and

Donnelly 2007). The results of the nonequivalent group

analysis displayed similar results as in the original MAN-

COVA results (table not shown). Therefore, non-adjusted

MANCOVA models are displayed in the results sec-

tion. We also considered running nested models. Several

authors have indicated that one should consider multilevel

models for design effects [2.0 (see, Peugh 2010,

pp. 90–91). We calculated intra correlation coefficients and

then design effects for families clustered within therapists.

Our design effects ranged from 1.02 and 1.2. Therefore, we

did not run nested multilevel models.

Covariates were entered into the analysis separately and

were removed if they were non-significant and/or did not

influence the error variance that was accounted for by the

model (SSE). (P-score child behavior outcome variables

were included in all of the models. The background factors

that concerned family and parental demographics (e.g.,

total family income, parental education, marital status, and

parent age), parental mental distress (SCL-5), organiza-

tional level, and child characteristics (e.g., age and sex),

were tested in the models. However, all of the variables

were non-significant and were thus removed from the final

models. To test for homogeneity in the regression slopes,

scatterplots and simple slopes were inspected, and statis-

tical interaction variables were computed for all covariates

and run separately in the GLM models. None of the

interaction variables were significant, which indicates that

the assumption of homogeneity in the regression slopes

was not violated. Partial eta squared was used as an effect

size measure. This variance-based effects size measure

shows a percentage of variance explained that is non-re-

lated to covariates in the model (Field 2013).

Results

Attrition

The pre-assessment included 322 families, and 238 (74 %)

completed outcome instruments at post-assessment. As

mentioned, dropout from treatment is one of the

acknowledged challenges in large-scale dissemination

(Welsh et al. 2010). As it turned out, the dropout rate from

the study was unevenly distributed across the phases of

implementation, DG 32.7 % (89) and EG 6.8 % (9). There

were likely numerous reasons for drop from the study

groups. Questionnaires were mailed to families who did not

show up for assessment. Furthermore, some families chose

not to answer or answered only parts of the assessment

battery. Some of the families that showed up for assess-

ment did not have the time to fill out all of the measures,

nor did they mail them to the researchers afterwards.

Additionally, we do not know whether the dropouts from

the study also dropped out of treatment. Attrition was

dummy coded to test for potential differences between the

families who completed the study and families who were

lost before the post-assessment. The results revealed that

there were no significant differences in the attrition rates

due to pre-score child outcome variables, but regarding

background covariates, a higher parent age was signifi-

cantly associated with drop-out before post-assessment

t(221) = -2.57, p\ .05. Moreover, there was also sig-

nificant attrition that was related to organizational level

t(329) = -2.09, p\ .05, which indicates that there was a

higher likelihood of drop-out for children who were treated

in the municipal child welfare services compared to the

county specialist services. Furthermore, we tested whether

there was statistical interaction between study condition,

child behavior, and covariates, regressed on whether data

were missing post treatment. Analyses revealed that there

was no significant attrition related to differences in study

conditions (DG and EG).

The Heterogeneity of Service Providers

Regarding our second hypotheses, concerning the compo-

sition of the service providers and the conceptualized

challenges in large-scale dissemination, the results in

Table 1 show that DG is clearly hallmarked by an

increasing heterogeneity among the PMTO service provi-

ders. Increasing diversity according to work place, back-

ground training, and the number of service organizations

were PMTO was given in the DG, back up this notion.

Participant Characteristics and Baseline Differences

In general, the participating families across the two studies

represented a midrange Norwegian income level, with an

annual gross income of 415.000 NOK (Statistics Norway

2014). The proportion of single parents (divorced, sepa-

rated or never married) in our study was markedly higher

than that of the Norwegian population: 37.5 % compared to

20.3 %, respectively. The participants had a slightly higher

education level than the Norwegian population: 29.9 % of

the parents reported having a college or higher university

degree, and 18 % reported having completed high school

or elementary school (population numbers, 24.4 % college/
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higher degree, 44 % elementary or high school (Statistics

Norway 2014). In terms of ethnicity, 94 % of parents

reported to be of Norwegian origin compared to 93 % in

the Norwegian population (Statistics Norway 2014).

Baseline differences between the DG and the EG are

summarized in Table 2. An analysis of variance (ANOVA)

was used for continuous variables, and Chi square tests

were used for dichotomous variables. According to the

parents, the children in the DG had significantly lower

levels of externalizing problem behavior (M = 23.33) than

the children in the EG (M = 26.05) F(1313) = 3.97,

p = .047. Moreover, the children in the DG scored mar-

ginally higher on parent-reported social skills than the

children in the EG (M = 86.30) F(1/305) = 3.53,

p = .061. The baseline differences regarding teacher-re-

ported data displayed that the children from the DG had

less externalizing problem behavior than the children in the

EG (M = 25.41) F(1/277) = 4.93, p = .027. Teachers

also reported children’s social skills scores to be signifi-

cantly higher in the DG (M = 70.14) than in the EG

(M = 65.82) F(1/270) = 7.50, p = .007. Concerning par-

ent characteristics, there were two significant baseline

differences between the groups (see Table 2). Parents in

the DG (M = 38.0 years) were slightly older than EG

parents (M = 35.9 years) F(1/221) = 3.54, p = .061, and

the former group of parents reported significantly lower

levels of mental distress F(1/288) = 5.28, p = .022.

As to our second hypotheses, regarding the composition

of the target group and the conceptualized heterogeneity in

the target population, we operationalized it as a function of

child behavior at the baseline means and standard deviation

(SD) in the outcome measures. As shown in Table 2, the

DG displayed a lower problem level than the EG on four

out of six child behavior outcomes. However, regarding

differences between the groups in terms of SD, the num-

bers indicated that the variation around the baseline mean

outcome scores was relatively equally distributed between

the DG and EG (see Table 2). Nevertheless, based on the

DG’s lower problem levels in four out of six outcomes and

thus with potentially less problem behavior to treat, we

conclude that there was an increasing heterogeneity among

the target population displayed in the DG.

Child Behavioral Outcomes

To investigate our first question, i.e., whether there was a

scale-up penalty, two MANCOVA models were run for

parent- and teacher-reported outcomes to investigate the

Table 2 Means, standard

deviations, Chi square, and

significance tests (ANOVA,

F-tests & Pearson’s r) of group

differences (effect group &

dissemination group) at baseline

(pre-score)

Variables Dissemination group (DG) Effect group (EG)

M (SD) M (SD) F p Contrasts

Parent-reported outcome

CBCL ext 23.33 (9.21) 26.05 (10.43) 3.97 .047* DG\EG

CBCL int 13.10 (8.06) 13.59 (9.07) .167 .683

SSRS parenta 89.47 (11.66) 86.30 (11.18) 3.527 .061� DG[EG

Teacher-reported outcome

TRF ext 20.28 (15.35) 25.41 (14.09) 4.93 .027* DG\EG

TRF int 8.88 (6.73) 10.46 (7.96) 2.20 .139

SSRS teachera 70.14 (10.53) 65.82 (9.76) 7.50 .007** DG[EG

Covariates

Salary 412b (220b) 403b (189b) .086 .769

Parent education 3.72 (1.21) 3.53 (1.23) 1.14 .287

Parent age 38.0 (6.5) 35.9 (5.2) 3.54 .061� DG[EG

Parent mental distress 1.77 (.83) 2.11 (.88) 5.28 .022* DG\EG

Child age 8.6 (2.19) 8.9 (1.92) 1.018 .314

Dichotomized covariates Percent (%) Percent (%) v2 (p)

Single parents 33.7 % 1 versus 2 ns. (.523)

Child sex 71 % (boys) 81 % (boys) 1 versus 2 ns. (.112)

N 263 59

CBCL Child behavior check list, ext externalizing behavior problems, internalizing behavior problems,

SSRS social skills rating scale, TRF Teacher Report Form
a A higher score indicates more social skills
b Means salary divided on 1000

*** p\ .001, ** p\ .01, * p\ .05, � p\ .010
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differences in children’s behavioral changes in the EG and

the DG. Table 3 presents the means and standard devia-

tions of the pre-treatment and post-treatment scores, and an

omnibus F-test for the composite parent- and teacher-re-

ported scale-up penalty. The F-test indicates group differ-

ences between the DG and EG, and the partial eta squared

displays effect size differences between the groups.

As displayed in Table 3, no significant scale-up penal-

ties were detected in either of the composite outcome

measures. Nevertheless, regarding parent-reported out-

comes, children in the DG displayed 2.9 % (n2p .029) more

behavioral change than children in the EG. This behavioral

change difference was not statistically significant

(p = .125), but the significance level was in a range that

indicated possible statistical significance in post hoc tests.

The post hoc tests revealed that there was a significant

difference between the DG and the EG regarding SSRS,

t(201) = -1.97, p = 0.50, DG[EG, meaning that DG

children displayed more positive change in social skills

after PMTO treatment. The teacher-reported outcome

revealed no significant differences between the DG and the

EG.

In addition, we wanted to examine alternative explana-

tions to our results by addressing heterogeneity issues in

the large-scale dissemination study. First, we investigated

the issue of participant heterogeneity by matching the

participants in the EG and the DG on the CBCL exter-

nalizing problem behavior scale. We excluded children in

both EG and the DG who scored below the 90 percentile, a

clinical range (DG N = 197, EG N = 50), to make the

target groups more similar according to problem behavior.

Together with externalizing behavior, matching the groups

resulted in parent reported social skills baseline differences

that were also non-significant. These matched group results

replicated the results from our original MANCOVA mod-

els. The DG group displayed slightly more positive

behavioral change than the EG, but this effect size differ-

ence was not in a statistically significant continuum, see

Appendix Table 4. Furthermore, we addressed the hetero-

geneity among the service providers by analyzing child

behavioral outcomes in MANCOVA models for separate

generations of PMTO therapists, G1, G2, and G3 (see

Appendix Table 6). With regard to both parent reports and

teacher reports, these analyses revealed a similar pattern as

that which was displayed in Table 3 between the phases of

implementation. The results indicated no significant dif-

ferences between the generations of therapists. Although

small and not significant, both of these analyses favored G2

and G3 over G1 regarding child behavioral change, see

Appendix Table 6. Furthermore, we wanted to test whether

attrition and missing data biased our results. Thus, we

created a MI dataset, where missing data were handled by

creating five different datasets based on the EM algorithm,

and where the results of these five imputed datasets were

pooled in the outcome analyses. The results of these

analyses revealed results that were similar to the original

MANCOVA analyses that contained missing cases. For

example, with regard to the parent reported outcomes, the

significance levels were all non- significant, ranging

between p = .064 for internalizing behavior and p = .289

for externalizing behavior. The effect sizes (R2) were in the

range\1 % that favored the DG over the EG (not shown).

Table 3 Means, standard deviations, effect sizes, and analyses of covariance (MANCOVA) on child behavior by treatment group

Variable Dissemination group (DG) Effect group (EG) Scale-up

penalty

Contrasts Effect

size

Pre-treatment

M (SD)

Post-treatment

M (SD)

Pre-treatment

M (SD)

Post-treatment

M (SD)

F p n2p

Parent reports 1.94 .125 DG[EG .029

CBCL EXT 23.33 (9.21) 16.27 (8.72) 26.05 (10.43) 18.92 (11.86)

CBCL INT 13.10 (8.06) 9.57 (7.45) 13.59 (9.07) 11.80 (9.71)

SSRSa 89.47 (11.66) 95.01 (12.97) 86.30 (11.18) 89.67 (10.98)

Teacher reports .513 .674 DG\EG .009

TRF EXT 20.28 (15.35) 19.02 (15.60) 25.41 (14.09) 18.80 (14.36)

TRF INT 8.88 (6.73) 8.44 (7.03) 10.46 (7.96) 8.93 (8.06)

SSRSa 70.14 (10.53) 70.47 (11.14) 65.82 (9.76) 68.88 (9.21)

CBCL child behavior check list, EXT externalizing behavior problems, INT internalizing behavior problems, SSRS social skills rating scale, TRF

Teacher Report Form

Parent reports DG N = 149, and EG N = 52. Teacher reports DG N = 133, and EG N = 48
a A higher score indicates more social skills. Children’s behavior pre-treatment scores were used as covariates in all models. (All were

significant at p\ .001)
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Discussion

The main purpose and first hypothesis in our study was to

examine whether there was a scale-up penalty in PMTO

implementation by comparing child behavior outcomes

between the effectiveness phase and the large-scale dis-

semination phase. Contrary to previously reported scale-up

penalties, no scale-up penalties were found in the Norwe-

gian large-scale dissemination of PMTO. None of the two

composite outcomes, representing home and school envi-

ronments, displayed significant results. This is an indication

that there were no differences regarding child behavioral

change between the EG and the DG. Despite indications of a

larger heterogeneity among both the service providers and

the target population, the programwas at least as effective in

the large-scale dissemination phase as in the effectiveness

phase, as measured by the amount of child behavioral

change. Therefore, we suggest a scale-up penalty of 0 % in

the Norwegian large-scale dissemination of PMTO.

In the second hypothesis in our study, we addressed

whether scaling up affected the composition of the service

providers and the target group. In that vein, we conceptu-

alized three categories of challenges in sustaining program

effects in large-scale dissemination: (1) implementation

factors, (2) the heterogeneity of service providers, and (3)

heterogeneity in target populations. Coupled by the fact that

inclusion criteria were similar in both phases of imple-

mentation, the larger heterogeneity that we found in the DG

target population might be caused by the fact that the Nor-

wegian welfare service agencies traditionally target children

with more differential risk levels compared to the specialist

services. However, we cannot rule out that other and more

informal inclusion criteria were at play in different parts of

the service system and thus contributed to the heterogeneity

of target populations. The larger heterogeneity among ser-

vice providers reflects the transition of PMTO first to ther-

apists in the psychiatric specialist service system and second

to generalists in the relevant child welfare services. The

implementation factors were held ‘‘constant’’ in our study

because it was essentially the same organization (NCCBD)

and the same purveyor team (NIT) that implemented PMTO

from the effectiveness to the large-scale dissemination

phases. Therefore, it is plausible to relate the absence of a

scale-up penalty to Norwegian implementation factors using

an active implementation approach (Fixsen et al. 2013) and

the establishment of a sustainable implementation infras-

tructure. This stable infrastructure could not have been

established without long-term governmental funding.

Moreover, the active implementation approach and the

absence of a scale-up penalty should be considered within

the Norwegian context, along with the fact that child welfare

and specialists services in Norway are essentially public and

funded by the state. We may speculate as to whether an

active implementation approach in which resources are

needed for recertification and other fidelity-maintaining

activities might be more feasible in a public service system

than in private services. Another reasonable explanation for

the absence of a scale-up penalty may be related to a pro-

gram’s maturation effects in the implementation organiza-

tion that supports PMTO, i.e., the NCCBD and NIT. The

program maturation effects have been defined as improve-

ments in treatment outcomes due to increased experience

and competence over time among therapists and in the

implementation teams (Leschied and Cunningham, 2002;

Ogden et al. 2007). Maturation effects could have outper-

formed the potential negative effects from the challenges in

going to scale, here in the form of increasing heterogeneity

in the target population and service providers.

To test rival (heterogeneity) hypotheses, additional analy-

ses were conducted. First, a test was performed to see whether

the lack of scale-up penalty was a result of the program mat-

uration effects among the G1 therapists who delivered the

cases to the DG, but in separate analyses of the generations of

therapists, no maturation effects among G1 therapists were

supported by our data; G1 did not outperform G2 or G3 in

terms of child behavioral change. Moreover, in the DG, the

average therapist ratio was 2.2. Therefore, it was most likely

not program maturation among the G1 in the DG that biased

our results and the absence to detect a scale-up penalty. In

other words, in support of our implementation factor expla-

nation above, a possible maturation effect could be related to

the service infrastructure that supports PMTO in Norway.

Another competing hypothesis was that children with less

pervasive and serious problem behaviors benefitted more

from PMTO therapy. This issue was addressed by matching

the participants in terms of problem behavior in both of the

PMTO groups. However, these analyses did not support the

notion that increased heterogeneity in the target population

could explain the absence of a scale-up penalty in our data.

Finally, our findings were supported by previous studies

that demonstrated the sustainability of fidelity ratings across

generations of therapists (Forgatch and DeGarmo 2011) and

over time (Hukkelberg and Ogden 2013). The results indi-

cate that the close monitoring of PMTO fidelity by NCCBD

and NIT employees affected both program fidelity and child

behavioral outcomes. Moreover, recent data from the

NCCBD replicates the high fidelity levels that were dis-

played by Forgatch and DeGarmo (Forgatch and DeGarmo

2011) in subsequent generations of PMTO therapists, from

generation 3 to generation 6 (Ogden and Fixsen 2014). The

high fidelity scores in subsequent generations of therapists

support our explanation that an active centralized imple-

mentation strategy may have affected program sustainabil-

ity in terms of both behavioral outcomes and fidelity.
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Limitations

Although this study has the advantage of using a multi-

informant approach that was measured before and after

PMTO treatment in two phases of implementation, it also

has some limitations. The study did not allow for the

randomization of participants to different phases of

implementation, so we cannot claim any causal relation-

ships between the implementation phase and stable child

behavioral outcomes. Moreover, we have to bear in mind

that the additional analyses that were performed did not

eliminate heterogeneity issues in our data. Clearly, the

children and families in the two phases of implementation

were different. Thus, all of the measured child and parental

characteristics that differed at baseline were addressed in

analyses and entered as covariates. However, we cannot

rule out that other unmeasured parental and child con-

founders might have caused the effects in our results.

Relating this issue, we related the lack of scale-up penalties

to implementation factors in the discussion. We do not

know whether the lack of detection of a scale-up penalty

might be related to other unmeasured implementation

factors. Although there are many similarities in design,

comparing two different studies might have resulted in

unknown dissimilarities between the studies that could

have biased our results. Moreover, there was a difference in

the recruitment conditions in the EG and the DG: the

participants in the EG had to accept the possibility of being

randomized to usual treatment, whereas all of the partici-

pants in the DG knew that they would receive PMTO. We

do not know, however, if this influenced the recruitment to

the studies and hence the generalizability of the results.

Moreover, an explanation of our results may be related

directly to features in the PMTO intervention. For example,

the PMTO intervention may be a very teachable and

trainable program that is especially suited to large-scale

dissemination. However, we do not know if these findings

can be replicated and extended beyond PMTO to less

curriculum-based and more complex clinical interventions.

Furthermore, attrition cannot be dismissed as a potential

influence in our results. Although attrition analysis indi-

cated no systematic influence on the baseline outcome

variables, we cannot completely rule out other hypotheses,

e.g., that client satisfaction affected dropout in our study.

Even so, dropout is a potential penalty in large-scale dis-

semination. Statistical power, a type II error, is another

limitation to regarding low N in the EG. This may have

resulted in false negative result; i.e., we statistically failed

to detect an existing scale-up penalty. However, overall,

our results indicate that the DG profited more than the EG;

therefore, a scale-up bonus is more adjacent in our results

than a scale-up penalty.

Conclusions

Despite the limitations, the outcomes of this study rather

consistently demonstrate how the emphasis on implemen-

tation factors could have an impact on program effects in

the large-scale dissemination of model programs. More-

over, this study has showed that the PMTO intervention is

well suited for dissemination across service systems when

it is delivered under different conditions. More research is

needed to confirm whether a centralized, comprehensive

and long-term active approach to implementation may

prevent the dilution of program effects in the face of

increased heterogeneity in service providers and client

populations. From an applied point of view, the findings

underline the importance of having a central organization

that can establish a comprehensive implementation

infrastructure that may sustain a high program implemen-

tation quality and a high level of treatment adherence over

time across an increasing number of therapists and clients.

Such an infrastructure may maintain program effects on

child behavior by supporting core implementation com-

ponents at the competency level (e.g., recruitment, training,

supervision and practice/fidelity assessment) and at the

organizational level (e.g., data decision support data sys-

tems, technical support and evaluation). Long-term funding

is an important prerequisite for such organizations, but

their success is also dependent on having an infrastructure

for scaling up empirically supported interventions and the

ability to strike a good balance between program integrity

and local adaptations, as well as to monitor and evaluate

clinical outcomes.
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Appendix

See Tables 4, 5 and 6

Table 4 Means, standard deviations, effect sizes, and analyses of covariance (MANCOVA) on child behavior by treatment groups matched on

child behavior

Variable Dissemination group (DG) Effect group (EG) Scale-up

penalty

Contrasts Effect

size

Pre-treatment

M (SD)

Post-treatment

M (SD)

Pre-treatment

M (SD)

Post-treatment

M (SD)

F p n2p

Parent reports 1.70 .169 DG[EG .032

CBCL EXT 26.79 (7.42) 18.02 (8.68) 28.62 (9.09) 20.28 (12.02)

CBCL INT 14.59 (8.07) 10.23 (7.74) 15.10 (8.07) 12.55 (9.86)

SSRSa 87.87 (11.34) 94.11 (13.50) 86.35 (11.67) 89.63 (11.35)

Teacher reports 1.04 .378 DG\EG .022

TRF EXT 21.49 (15.32) 19.52 (15.51) 26.33 (14.36) 19.36 (14.62)

TRF INT 9.07 (6.55) 8.83 (6.69) 10.87 (7.77) 9.26 (8.54)

SSRSa 69.63 (10.42) 69.65 (10.67) 65.66 (9.96) 70.03 (8.89)

CBCL child behavior check list, EXT externalizing behavior problems, INT internalizing behavior problems, SSRS social skills rating scale, TRF

Teacher Report Form

Parent reports DG N = 115, and EG N = 44. Teacher reports DG N = 103, and EG N = 41
a A higher score indicates more social skills. Children’s behavior pre-treatment scores were used as covariates in all models. (All were

significant at p\ .001)

Table 5 Means, standard deviations, effect sizes, and multivariate analyses of covariance (MANCOVA) on child behavior by treatment groups

using nonequivalent group analysis (alpha adjusted pre-scores)

Variable Dissemination group (DG) Effect group (EG) Scale-up

penalty

Contrasts Effect

size

Pre-treatment

M (SD)

Post-treatment

M (SD)

Pre-treatment

M (SD)

Post-treatment

M (SD)

F p n2p

Parent reports 1.40 .244 DG[EG .024

CBCL EXT 23.33 (7.98) 16.21 (9.09) 26.05 (9.51) 19.32(12.23)

CBCL INT 13.10 (6.81) 9.37 (7.56) 13.59 (8.08) 11.41 (9.56)

SSRSa 89.47 (10.16) 94.64 (13.10) 86.30 (9.33) 88.81 (11.08)

Teacher reports .768 .513 DG\EG .013

TRF EXT 20.28 (14.75) 19.01 (15.47) 25.41 (13.35) 18.91 (14.44)

TRF INT 8.88 (5.69) 8.65 (7.04) 10.46 (6.76) 8.81 (8.22)

SSRSa 70.14 (9.07) 70.36 (11.20) 65.82 (8.29) 69.37 (9.10)

CBCL child behavior check list, EXT externalizing behavior problems, INT internalizing behavior problems, SSRS social skills rating scale, TRF

Teacher Report Form

Parent reports DG N = 132, and EG N = 49. Teacher reports DG N = 133, and EG N = 48
a A higher score indicates more social skills. Children’s behavior pre-treatment scores were used as covariates in all models. (All were

significant at p\ .001)
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